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from the editor 
t is a grand mistake to think of being great without goodness and I 
pronounce it as certain that there was never a truly great man that was not 
at the same time truly virtuous.          — Benjamin Franklin 
The struggle to provide the quintessential definition of ethics- or values-based leadership is 
daunting, if not seemingly ever-baffling. Organizations and institutions have integrated this 
term, or a version thereof, into their mission statements. Several have settled with the 
simple proclamation, “Do what is right.” This begs the question, however.  What is the right 
thing to do? What is deemed “right” or “ethical” may be regarded as illegal or offensive in 
some parts of the world. And there is always the troublesome maxim that “one person’s 
terrorist is another person’s freedom fighter” — difficult to refute or ignore. 
 
Sometimes the elusive answer to an inquiry unwittingly generates more questions, providing 
the possibility for greater analysis. The authors in this issue provide us with what is needed 
to further examine the components of true, principled leadership. Ostensibly, leadership 
must consider the interests of stakeholders: from the employee to the consumer to the 
environment. For businesses, failure to identify and address the needs and concerns of all 
constituencies, directly or collaterally affected by that organization’s operations, could very 
well lead to economic harm, environmental degradation, societal ostracization, product and 
service underperformance, and labor-management-shareholder tensions. Claims of lack of 
knowledge of operational and policy consequences in this technological age are 
disingenuous at best. 
 
There is a resounding common thread linking the articles of this issue: treat all stakeholders 
with respect, humility, actual concern, and willingness to partner.  Often, the answer to 
attaining principled leadership is not necessarily providing the inquirer with a magic formula 
— albeit many would assert that certain characteristics are essential —  but instead, is better 
defined using case studies to analyze and emulate. This latter approach singles out certain 
individuals and companies and highlights their enviable and unique traits, behaviors, and 
operations which exemplify, at least by majority consensus, ethical decision-making. 
 
If the analysis of any business practice stirs one to question his or her own decision-making 
to consider all discernible consequences of that action, both long and short term, and in so 
doing, reforms such practice to thoughtfully and genuinely consider all interests, then 
perhaps the first significant step towards attaining a position of ethics-based leadership will 
have been undertaken. 
 
 
― Elizabeth F. R. Gingerich, Ed. 
 
I 
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Value Shifts: Redefining 
“Leadership” A Narrative 
 
 
 
 
 
Abstract 
 
This article provides a historical narrative documenting the major rifts and shifts in the 
concept of “value” in the 20th and 21st centuries. It is the author’s contention that these 
shifts have confused the conceptualization of value, making it a rather broad and 
meaningless term. Thus, to define “leadership” as “values- or ethically-based,” one must 
first provide a substantial defense of a particular moral view upon which leadership is want 
to be situated. This task is made arduous because “value” and “morals” have become 
confused in the morass of postmodernism and its political correlate, political correctness. 
 
Introduction 
 
Something of a taboo seems to have fallen over our discussions of ethics and values, not 
just in the past decade, but in this decade in particular. Anticipated by Allan Bloom1 as “a 
closing of the American mind,” we entered the 21st century ready to accept the dictum that 
truth is relative, the condition of a free-society, and that relativism is necessary to openness. 
This has become a dominant theme of postmodern thinkers. But Bloom warns us, 
 
Actually, openness results in American conformism — out there in the rest of the world is 
a drab diversity that teaches only that values are relative, whereas here we can create 
all the lifestyles we want. Our openness means we do not need others. Thus what is 
advertised as a great opening is a great closing. The point is to propagandize acceptance 
of different ways, and indifference to their real content is as good a means as any. 
Openness used to be the virtue that permitted us to seek the good by using reason. It 
now means accepting everything and denying reason’s power. 
 
This new openness has created a values shift in our society. The proliferation of experiences 
and images we receive from the print, audio, and video media serves this new openness to 
the extent that we find ourselves entrapped in a stereophonically communicated social 
media and in the morass of constant values confusion. 
 
Are we now ready to accept any idea, any culture, any person on the grounds of openness — 
our new virtue — which also fuels its seductive postulate, political correctness? Our 
Actually ,openness results in American 
conformism — out there in the rest of the world is 
a drab diversity that teaches only that values are 
relative, whereas here we can create all the 
lifestyles we want… Openness used to be the 
virtue that permitted us to seek the good by using 
reason. It now means accepting everything and 
denying reason’s power.        —Allan Bloom 
Joseph P. Hester, PhD 
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openness has resulted in values confusion (Plummer, 1989). In the vacuum left by 
postmodern relativism it remains difficult, as much as we try, to define “leadership” as 
“values-based.” What ethic other than openness is important for us to follow today? 
 
The Importance of Values 
 
According to Oscar Handlin and Lilian Handlin,2 nothing is more central to a people than 
their values and nothing is more important to Americans than the values of liberty and 
equality, respect for others, responsibility for one’s behavior, and self-reliance. But are the 
Handlins “back framing” the American story? We can agree that these values, and those 
that are predicated upon them, comprise much of the content of the story of American 
liberty — the struggle for equality, of ethical transformation and accommodation, of values 
and value shifts — as we have witnessed since the events of 9/11/01. Yet, these don’t 
adequately explain the clashes of American individualism with the “collectivism” implied by 
democracy itself. 
 
In the 20th century, it was war upon war, the struggle for equality among African-Americans 
and women, changing lifestyles, and laws that were the substance of value fluctuation — 
not only in America, but around the world. In the 1940s, George Orwell (2009) noted these 
value shifts as he wrote indirectly about the corruption of the socialist ideals of the Russian 
Revolution by Stalinism and his prophetic vision of the results of totalitarianism. Although 
Orwell denied that Animal Farm was a reference to Stalinism, he returned from Catalonia a 
staunch, anti-Stalinist and anti-Communist, but remained to the end a man of the left and, in 
his own words, a “democratic socialist.”3  
 
In 2012, these trends have not been abated, but added to them have been violent religious 
struggles, the shrinking of the world’s middle class, continuous war on the African continent, 
immigration crises from America’s southern hemisphere, what many in America claim as 
income inequality, and clashes in the Middle East that have been identified as religious, but 
have as much to do with the oil reserves that lie there as with Muslim hatred for America. 
 
In our commitment to define a “values-based leadership,” we find ourselves situated mid-
stream in these struggles. It is a struggle of individualism4 against collectivism, of the one 
against the many, and, in our time, of the many (the corporation) defined as the one and 
given a human value all its own by the Supreme Court.5 These are broad brushstrokes and 
must be situated against the struggles of real people and families who are the mercy of such 
large historical movements. 
 
This story is found in song and poetry, in Rap and Country music, in novels, plays, movies, 
books, magazines, academic literature, on 
FaceBook, in Tweets, YouTube, in the sit-ins 
around Wall Street and other American cities, 
and in any place we find human dialogue. We 
should have seen it coming. For example, in 
the 1928 movie The Crowd, Mr. Anyman is 
engulfed in a mass society and loses his 
identity under the pressure of soul-destroying labor. In works such as Steinbeck’s the 
Grapes of Wrath, Miller’s Death of a Salesman, Riesman’s The Lonely Crowd, Whyte’s The 
Organization Man, and Matson’s The Broken Image, the theme of the individual’s struggle 
Where had leadership gone? The rank 
and file, from the top to the bottom of 
the social scale, represented the 
unhappy searchers for stability.  
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against big government, big business, nature, the military industrial complex, or the 
intrusions of science and technology is played out over and over again. 
 
At the end of World War I, individualism dominated liberal thinking.6 The 1920s was a 
decade defined by the search for individual freedom, but the desire to preserve freedom 
began to fence the alienated apart. After a war that many did not fully understand, ordinary 
Americans were searching for answers, hoping to find some coherence beneath the world’s 
disordered surface, while academia focused on science, technique, and specialization.7  
  
Nevertheless, the abstruse social gospel emanating from theological seminaries said little to 
the person in the pew.8 In science and popular culture, in politics and religion, a comfortable 
obliviousness, an ignorant pretense, marked the babbitry of those who governed.9 More 
important than the concern for civil liberties that led to the founding of the American 
Association of University Professors in 1914 and the American Civil Liberties Union in 1920, 
prohibition became the hot button issue of the day. 
 
Where had leadership gone? The rank and file from the top to the bottom of the social scale 
represented unhappy searchers for stability. They had voted for progressivism, but political 
reform had not restored order to their lives. They made connections in society and politics by 
joining the KKK, the Communist Party, and the American Bund to protect and guarantee 
their freedoms, but in fact submerged the very individuality they wished to protect. The 
avant-garde that fled to France or England or to self-contained enclaves such as Greenwich 
Village10 hoping to find some coherence and self-understanding found little explanatory 
power in religion, myth, magic, or science.11 
 
Keepers of the Gate 
 
The individualism that emerged in the 1920s served for only a season to repel communal 
encroachments on personal freedoms. By the mid-nineteen thirties, big government was 
promising relief from a depression that only World War II solved and demanded the 
relinquishing of basic liberties for resolutions “only” governments could bring. The 21st 
century is reminiscent of that time as the political debates of 2011-12 took hold of 
traditional American themes such as “big government” vs. “free enterprise” and 
“individualism” vs. “collectivism” (now identified as “socialism”). 
 
Even world philosophers, “keepers of the gate,” had lost interest in the mundane, the 
common values and behaviors of ordinary individuals as they retreated into a “philosophies 
of…” mentality – philosophy of science, of law, of the mind, of religion, of knowledge, etc. 
Philosophers, too, had drifted from issues 
of liberty and equality to problems 
unassociated with the lives of the “common 
man.”12 Unlike the 17th and 18th centuries, 
philosophers are today thought of as 
merely academics that are irrelevant to the 
on goings of American social and political 
life. 
 
By the early 1970s, the civil rights 
movement for women and African-
Americans, and the seemingly never-ending 
The democratic ideal promotes 
the collective nature of ethical 
value which, for the most part, is a 
concern for the welfare of others, 
not just us. This paradox is one 
that still besets definitions of 
“leadership” and how best to 
operate an organization, business, 
or government. 
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Vietnam War further confused the fundamental values of Americans. During this time 
departments of philosophy were struggling to find students of ability who were interested in 
the historical narrative that had changed American and European life. Ignored were the 
religious values of Martin Luther King, Jr. that identified brotherhood and love as the 
foundations of democracy. Also important was the feminine ethics of care.13 While 
consistent with the values of the civil rights movement, love, brotherhood, and care were 
ignored both politically and philosophically. 
 
Sociologists and educators have now adopted the scientific method and are armed with 
their new weapon, statistical probability, to provide us with a “new reality.” Social scientists 
admit that we can’t measure everything, but only provide mathematical estimates through 
probability and non-probability sampling.14 This new reality would soon be adopted by 
educators, grant writers, and political pollsters to provide us with weighted probabilities that 
would be used to engineer the way we view society. Its implications for leadership and the 
values that guide it remain problematic.15 Social and educational reform would thus follow a 
similar pattern beyond the “freedom and dignity” of the individual and offer little to the 
individual whose inner spirit and quest for a meaningful life had been scorched by years of 
demonstrations, violence, and death.16 
 
As postmodernism began to seep into the American values picture, especially those values 
being espoused in French post-World War II social theory,17 the fires of relativism and even 
the entrails of the scientific method would soon be dampened by questions that have yet to 
be answered.18 
 
Albeit, the post-moderns19 also fell into these esoteric traps and the ethics and values that 
once defined Western Civilization were left in a morass of confused relativism.20 It is the 
historical events, the religious movements, the legal and political maneuvering, and the 
popular culture, including the growth of the Internet and the social media that today identify 
who we are as a people and provides for individual meaning, but, as yet, these have found 
no common ethical path. We cannot ignore who we are and how we are connected to other 
world cultures either. Perhaps the world has grown flat as Thomas Friedman21 suggests, but 
so have the common values that define leadership and personal commitment.22 It will take 
another century for historians to evaluate and tell the story of how transportation, 
communication, and the influence of other nations and new ideas, religious pluralism, and 
this values quagmire have impacted our lives.23 
 
Perhaps the philosophy of Nietzsche has found a new breeding ground as Charles Stewart24 
suggests, 
 
Many of those who live in modern societies are now abandoning their traditional 
religious beliefs and adopting a more materialistic outlook on life. In the absence of any 
believable explanation for human existence, many now believe that there is nothing 
worth believing in. Without any purpose or meaning to their lives, many are descending 
into despair and depression. Without any clear vision for the future of the world, the 
nations are continuing to prepare for war. 
 
The modern world arose out of the collapse of ancient cosmology and a new questioning of 
religious authority, and eventually a scientific revolution which occurred in Europe over the 
course of several hundred years. No other civilization has undergone such a cultural shift as 
the fabric of culture itself would be changed forever. 
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This upheaval began with the publication of Copernicus’s On the Revolutions of the 
Heavenly Bodies in 1543, continued with Newton’s Principia Mathematica in 1687, and 
embraced Descartes’ Principles of Philosophy in 1644 and Galileo’s Dialogue Concerning 
the Two Chief World Systems in 1632. Thus, modern physics annihilated the foundations of 
the ancient world-picture and weakened considerably the foundations of Christian thought. 
Value, ethics, and morality had lost their footing. The immediate effect was skepticism and 
bewilderment which was expressed in 1611 by John Donne:25 
 
…new Philosophy calls all in doubt, 
The Element of fire is quite put out; 
The Sun is lost, and th’Earth, and no man’s wit 
Can well direct him where to looke for it. 
‘Tis all in pieces, all coherence gone; 
All just supply and all Relation. 
 
Values Confusion 
 
As Americans, our historical narrative tells us about the struggles, the shared sacrifices, and 
the uncertain future that has become a seemingly natural part of our lives. As we take a 
peek under the covers of our own history, we find that the values that have defined our 
personhood and nationhood seem to impose compliance, acceptance of common norms, 
and collective opinion — all that Tocqueville meant in 1840 by the “tyranny of the 
majority.”26 The dichotomy of “individualism” and “collectivism” remains at the heart of this 
struggle. 
 
From our history we uncover the foundational ethics and values that have defined each 
generation. The flow and ripples of this current make it difficult for us to judge and put in 
perspective what is expected of leaders today. Our detachment from these events is 
perhaps not strong enough to make an objective evaluation. 
 
While we gathered ourselves for this century, we found that democracy had various 
meanings: some favored defining democratic values in terms of gender, class, race, religion, 
and those particular terms that indicate our uniqueness and individualism. 
 
Others preferred to talk about “common values,” sometimes referred to as “universal” or 
“cosmopolitan” that bring people together, but the rub of political correctness has had a 
tendency to erase these from the conversation.27 This diminishing search for what is 
“common” among our values unknowingly emphasizes our differences and non-dependence 
on society, nation, and culture. It brings to leadership an individual tone of the self-made 
individual wielding the power of position “over” others. 
 
Individualism28 has always been a strong theme in American culture, but, historically, to 
understand American individualism, it should be viewed in juxtaposition to the democratic 
ideal that there are essential values, held in common that allow democracy to function as it 
does. Democratic ideals can be found in both the Preamble of the U.S. Constitution and the 
Declaration of Independence. The most common ones are life, liberty, and the pursuit of 
happiness. Others include the belief that all people are equal, in political rights, the right to 
food, the right to work, the right to health care, and the right to practice our culture. 
 
In the 18th century, the problem was that what is known today as “American culture,” 
distinct from the many European cultures from which these “Americans” had come, had yet 
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to emerge. The democratic ideal promotes the collective nature of ethical value which, for 
the most part, is a concern for the welfare of others, not just us. Yet, the great American 
myth of the “self-made man” and the individualism entailed in this story is one that remains 
at the heart of American politics. This paradox is one that still besets definitions of 
“leadership” and how best to operate an organization, business, or government. 
 
Back to Basics 
   
Education was not impervious from the influence of this values confusion. The 1960s and 
1970s gave rise to a new attitude toward values and took, strangely enough29 a value-free 
approach called “values clarification,” pioneered by Louis Raths, Merrill Harmon, and Sidney 
Simon.30  G. G. Vessels31 comments: 
 
These approaches shared an emphasis upon reflection based on moral principles, 
teaching the whole child, and fostering intrinsic motivation and commitment. They 
commonly viewed autonomy as a distinguishing feature of true morality. 
 
To re-emphasize, moral autonomy was the hallmark of this program. With values 
clarification, no teacher was to directly influence a student’s moral preferences or dictate 
moral behaviors. In reference to this movement, Beach32 defined, “the most deadly 
pedagogical sin” is moral imperialism.” In time, values clarification drew criticism. Tom 
Lickona33 concludes, “It took the shallow moral relativism loose in the land and brought it 
into the schools…Values clarification discussions made no distinction between what you 
might want to do and what you ought to do.” 
 
Two criticisms of values clarification by Beach,34 Lickona,35 and Vincent36 dominated the 
literature: (1) that it makes matters of ethical right and wrong that of individual preference 
and (2) that it lacks guidance in situations of moral collusion when a cherished value 
collides with another. Eventually, values clarification fell by the wayside leaving schools to 
deal with the aftermath. According to Lickona,37 
 
In the end, values clarification made the mistake of treating kids like grow-ups who only 
needed to clarify values that were already sound. It forgot that children, and a lot of 
adults who are still moral children, need a good deal of help in developing sound values 
in the first place. 
 
Values clarification left many educators and parents empty. It emphasized clarifying and 
understanding one’s most cherished values, but offered no suggestions or 
recommendations about what values, what moral principles, a person ought to follow in their 
own lives or for the well-being of the community at large. As Lickona, Vincent, and Beach 
have noted, it was based on no substantial ethical theory and ignored the moral foundations 
of American democracy. 
 
A new movement soon rose to take the place of values clarification known as “character 
education.”38 Character Education defined a carefully formulated set of traditional values 
that were labeled as “virtues.” Advocates of character education tried to avoid such terms 
as “values,” “ethics,” and “morals,” noting the philosophical pitfalls of such an approach 
and not wanting to get into philosophical arguments with either proponents of values 
clarification or philosophers. It was a middle-of-the-road approach which endeavored to 
identify traditional, American-European virtues. It recommended avoiding such terms as 
“tolerance” and “lifestyle” and their social implications, especially to issues of abortion, 
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homosexuality, and same-sex marriage and their inclusion or exclusion by religious and 
political extremists. Vincent39 has remarked, 
 
This is a tough issue and reflects the difficulty that one has in discussing moral issues 
with a culture that is struggling to define what is “the good.” 
 
Michael Davis40 distinguishes three sorts of “character education:” (1) simple moral 
education that attempts to improve moral judgment or moral thinking based on the views of 
Lawrence Kohlberg,41 (2) just-community education emphasizing democratic decision 
making outside the classroom based on the views of John Dewey,42 and (3) simple character 
education which attempts to build character both in and outside of class one character trait 
at a time by emphasizing good behavior based on the work of  Michael Josephson.43 It is of 
little wonder that educators have been confused. 
 
On January 23, 1997, President Clinton used a State of the Union Address to “challenge all 
our schools to teach character education, to teach good values and good citizenship.” He 
joined the United States Department of Education, many state legislatures, and a long line 
of authors who were calling on the schools to cure the moral problems of society by molding 
the character of the next generation. According to Beachum and McCray,44 
 
In the twenty-first century the character education debate continues. However, 
legislators, university professors, K-12 educators and people from all walks of life now 
are discussing the topic. We now exist somewhere between the culturally relativistic 
underpinnings of past decades and the urge for value consensus and culture 
commonality. 
 
Redefining Leadership 
 
The concept of “value” and the identification of the ethical values that are important to us 
remain a challenge. We have been given a mixed bag, a virtual buffet of values from which 
to choose and one is not singled out over another. For this reason, the historic narrative of 
American value remains problematic as the idea of “values-based leadership” falls under 
the scrutiny of business, government, and academia. 
 
 Susan Ward45 provides a definition of “leadership” that suffers from the values 
vagueness prevalent in contemporary society. She first asks, “What is leadership?” and 
then defines “leadership” as the art of motivating a group of people to act towards 
achieving a common goal. She says, 
 
Effective leadership is based upon ideas, but won't happen unless those ideas can 
be communicated to others in a way that engages them. … Leadership also involves 
communicating, inspiring and supervising — just to name three more of the primary 
leadership skills a leader has to have to be successful. 
 
This definition is not uncommon, identifying leadership as a “set of skills” and bypassing the 
values or the ethic that lies at leadership’s foundation. Below several definitions of 
“leadership” found in popular leadership literature are emphasized: 
 
 Peter Drucker46 defines a leader as “someone who has followers.” Drucker says that to 
gain followers requires influence but doesn’t exclude the lack of integrity in achieving 
this. Indeed, it can be argued that several of the world’s greatest leaders have lacked 
integrity and have adopted values that would not be shared by many people today. 
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 John C. Maxwell47 points out that “leadership is influence – nothing more, nothing less.” 
This moves beyond our effort of defining the leader, to looking at the ability of the leader 
to influence others – both those who would consider themselves followers and those 
outside that circle. Maxwell claims that indirectly, this definition builds in leadership 
character, since without maintaining integrity and trustworthiness, the capability to 
influence will disappear. Hence, Maxwell’s position is that there is a values-base to 
leadership effectiveness. 
 
 Warren Bennis’s48 definition of leadership is focused much more on the individual 
capability of the leader. He says, “Leadership is a function of knowing yourself, having a 
vision that is well communicated, building trust among colleagues, and taking effective 
action to realize your own leadership potential.” Bennis, too, builds value into his 
definition; i.e. trust. 
 
 The Roman Catholic Diocese of Rochester49 is more specific about values-based 
leadership. Their leadership definition is “the process of influencing the behavior of other 
people toward group goals in a way that fully respects their freedom.” The emphasis on 
respecting their freedom is an important one, but again, many values — individualism, 
collectivism, selfishness, compassion, etc.— fall under the idea of “respecting freedom.” 
 
From Robert Greenleaf’s50 conceptualization of “servant leadership,” to that of Valparaiso 
University’s idea that leadership is values-based, we indeed are challenged to define 
“leadership” and the values it entails. To help us define leadership, it may be helpful to 
remember what Warren Bennis51 wrote almost 50 years ago… 
 
Always, it seems, the concept of leadership eludes us or turns up in another form to 
taunt us again with its slipperiness and complexity. So we have invented an endless 
proliferation of terms to deal with it . . . and still the concept is not sufficiently defined. 
 
A Paradigm Shift 
 
Relying on the historic narrative that defines American democracy, words like “value” and 
“ethics,” even “person” and “individuality,” or “freedom” and “emancipation” have for many 
taken on the air of religious tradition and, for others, that of a sterile secularism. For the 
most part, a debate still rages in the minds of men and women about ultimate values as it 
did in 1950.52 
 
It is difficult to pinpoint when dramatic changes in the American character began. Some cite 
the end of World War II, while others drop it back to the end of Reconstruction. There are 
those who point to the Great Depression of the 1930s, and still others cite the dropping of 
the first Atomic bomb and the beginnings of the Cold War. 
 
In all, the sixty-seven years since the ending of World War II have been years of major value-
shifts, major and minor quakes that have agitated the precarious and insecure values of 
Western Civilization causing rifts, dips, and changes in what we believe and the ways in 
which we behave. 
 
Whatever the exact point of time, Americans no longer believe they are the chosen people, 
undefeatable in war, unparalleled economically and immune from the corruption and 
vagaries of the rest of the world. Indeed, we can look back to and learn from our history. In 
1974, Roper pollsters reported that 65 percent of the nation believed that things had gotten 
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off track in the country. Daniel Yankelovich reported that 47 percent of Americans believed 
that unrest and ill-feelings were leading to a real breakdown of the nation.53 
 
In 2012, this situation has changed but little. Instead of thinking of America as a beacon of 
hope for the world’s underprivileged and those suppressed by totalitarian governments, and 
instead of thinking of America as the world’s superpower, many are now pointing to 
America’s soft underbelly of poverty and discrimination and to the inequalities in its 
economic system of capitalism. Some are claiming that America is not the only superpower 
in the world, but one among others.54 
 
Just five or six generations ago, 19th century Americans believed they had escaped the fate 
of the “old world” and its feudal values. As Robert Heilbronner55 has pointed out, “We were 
permitted the belief that we were the sole masters of our destiny, and as few peoples on 
earth have been, we were.” Little then was said about the major value changes initiated by 
new technologies that were pushing America into an industrial age. The weak underbelly of 
the corporate world would be later exposed in the Great Depression of the 1930s and the 
Great Recession of 2008. The seeds of corporate American had been planted: corporations 
now have a personal, albeit, human identity, dominated by a few absentee owners, 
controlled by fluctuations in market prices, dominated by Wall Street with the aid of new 
federal financial entities, and run by a new teams of middle managers who no longer 
promise its workers security and a stable income as production and services are moved 
around the world in search of more cheap and efficient labor. 
 
And what of values-based leadership? Are people happier? It’s hard to tell but the signs of 
distress are all around us as individual and corporate crime, divorce, alcoholism, and other 
forms of addiction are on the rise in what some have called the post-industrial age. These 
signs of change include: (1) a growth in anonymity and a paradoxical growth in the social 
media as a possible response; (2) a growth in meaninglessness as Americans are 
continually deprived of their history and traditions; (3) a growth in the electronic media that 
has led to a proliferation of information but with little connective tissue to history, ethics, or 
community civility; (4) a disintegration of the family as increased mobility has placed strains 
upon family cohesion; (5) an extension of bureaucracy and specialization that is codified and 
regulated for increased efficiency; and (6) a new world view that is imbued with secularism 
and a faith in technology, and saturated with a different view of human nature and a loss of 
personal and national history. 
 
By now we should have learned about the importance of ethical and civic values, values that 
respect the individual, not just corporate purposes, and values that stress fairness, honesty, 
and responsibility from the top to the bottom of the corporate ladder. But placing ethics as a 
component of courses in American schools of business or even offering a separate business 
ethics course in these schools has been a slow process. On the upside, in a recent survey by 
the Aspen Institute,56 four-fifths of business schools now require students to take a business 
and society course compared to just 34% in 2001. Judy Samuelson, Aspen’s director of 
business and society says, 
 
The financial crisis caused schools to be more introspective about what they are 
teaching. They were criticized for being part of the problem, and not part of the solution. 
And that has created an environment where faculty can innovate and make change. 
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On the other hand, the Institute says that schools have yet to significantly reform “core” 
subjects like finance and accounting. Samuelson says that change is coming slowly and is 
being propelled by “students who want business to be seen in the context of the big issues 
of our day.” 
 
Steven Mintz57 comments, “From my experience many instructors are reluctant to teach 
ethics. Some feel uncomfortable doing so. Others are concerned about becoming too 
preachy. Still others do not believe ethics can be taught.” Even in universities and colleges 
ethics remains as only a special course in philosophy. Thus, values and ethics remain on the 
fringes of education and have yet to find a central place. They are the outliers of our society 
seeking a central place in our lives. In 1989, Joseph T. Plummer58 wrote, 
 
Long-held beliefs about the meaning of work in one’s life, relations between the sexes, 
expectations for the future—indeed, about many aspects of daily living and important 
relationships among people—are undergoing reexamination and reappraisal. 
Plummer calls this a paradigm shift — a fundamental reordering of the way we see the world 
around us:  
 
We are now gradually moving away from those traditional values that drive our societies 
through the first three-quarters of this century and toward the emerging new values 
being embraced on an ever-widening scale. 
  
Plummer agrees with David Riesman’s59 observation in The lonely crowd: A study of the 
changing American character, first published in 1963, that there is an ongoing movement of 
people who are more inner-directed than tradition- or outer-directed. 
 
Tradition-directed individuals tend to look to the past for value security and sustenance. 
They change little and see change as an enemy of basic values in the home, school, church, 
and workplace. 
 
Outer-directed individuals, on the other hand, value belonging and success. Status is 
important and is obtained by following rules and owning the material goods the society 
acknowledges as valuable. 
 
Inner-directed individuals don’t deny the values of the first two types, but value personal 
experience and creativity more as they strive toward self-actualization. That people are 
moving in this direction more and more is an indicator of a paradigm shift in American 
values. Plummer has identified some of the characteristics of this “shift” which he says 
demonstrates… 
 A new focus on individuality is seen in corporations that value a high level of creativity, 
flexibility, and responsibility to people rather than bigness, consistency, and uniformity. 
 
 The expectation of high ethical standards of leaders and employees, political figures, and 
advertisers. 
 
 A greater value is being given to experience and has prompted a growth of travel, the 
arts, sports, and lifelong education. 
 
 Finally, health behavior is shifting from curing illness to promoting wellness which is seen 
most dramatically in a decline in smoking and red-meat consumption. 
Recently, Dr. Philip Vincent60 remarked, 
 
 I think there is something else that is beginning to erode our foundations, and that is a 
lack of trust – economic trust.  We all feel, or at least those of us who work outside 
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government that this is beginning to change, that our jobs, lives, welfare could quickly 
change for the worse.  Maslow talks about a hierarchy of needs and when you consider 
his ideas…it doesn’t take much to tip a society over and have people gasping for some 
truth that will restore some foundation of consistency and predictability.  We now do not 
trust our own narrative. 
 
Stephen Convey61 says, 
 
As we work with people and companies around the world, we come in constant contact 
with the pain and struggle many are dealing with as it relates to trust. One of the reasons 
the pain is so great is because somehow deep inside people innately know that the 
benefits of high-trust relationships, teams, and organizations are incomparably more 
productive and satisfying. They can sense that their lives would be a lot better, their jobs 
a lot more fulfilling, and their personal relationships a lot more joyful if they could only 
operate in an environment of high trust. And that makes the absence of trust all the 
more frustrating. 
 
Conclusion 
 
Mick Yates62 includes an emphasis on values in his comments about leadership. He says, 
 
Leadership is the energetic process of getting people fully and willingly committed to a 
new and sustainable course of action, to meet commonly agreed objectives whilst having 
commonly held values. 
 
It will take insight and effort to define the values supporting leadership and this will be an 
on-going process. Donald Clark63 is perhaps on the right course as he comments, 
 
Leaders do not command excellence, they build excellence. Excellence is “being all you 
can be” within the bounds of doing what is right for your organization. To reach 
excellence you must first be a leader of good character. 
The test of values-based leadership thus is being of “good character.” We are back to 
square one – “What is character and more importantly, what is good character?” These are 
questions that must be explored, clarified, and put into the context of leadership in the 21st 
century. This task is important and is nothing less than a quest for ethics and civility in the 
workplace. 
 
H. Darrell Young64 says even more strongly that our purposes – values and beliefs – must 
drive organizational mission and not the other way around. He comments, “Character is the 
foundation of leadership and is found in our courage to exercise our decisions from this 
perspective.” It is our values that provide stability to the organizations which we lead and 
manage and “We must have stability of purpose in order to deal with instability of 
environment.” In his opinion, our moral values allow us to step up to a lifestyle of 
performance responsibility. This responsibility, Young reminds us, is situated in the dignity 
and moral value of people and the ethic that is derived from this value. 
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Corporate Political Spending:  
Why Shareholders Must Weigh In 
 
 
NORTHSTAR ASSET MANAGEMENT, INC. 
BOSTON. MA 02130 
 
 
Introduction 
 
Beginning with the divestment campaigns of the 1970s, shareholder pressure on 
companies to disclose their impact on global communities has been broadening and 
increasing.  Shareholder resolutions addressing toxic waste, executive compensation, the 
inclusion of gender identity in Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) policies, and most 
recently, corporate political contributions, have created consumer, stakeholder, and 
employee awareness of the impact of corporate behavior on public perception and company 
value.  In response to this type of stakeholder engagement, as well as media coverage of 
corporate impact on communities, many public companies have chosen to preempt 
concerns about their environment, sustainability, and corporate governance (ESG) records.1 
Rather than simply adhering to local or federal laws as standards for good behavior, these 
                                                          
1 This is exemplified by IBM’s Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) consulting practice advising firms on how to utilize CSR 
to  “Strengthen your competitive position and help build a smarter planet: Integrate Corporate Social Responsibility and Green 
into your core business strategy” http://www-935.ibm.com/services/us/gbs/bus/html/gbs-green-csr.html.  
Julie N.W. Goodridge Christine Jantz, CFA 
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companies have hired teams of employees to develop, identify, and broadcast corporate 
values and “good works” to investors and consumers alike.  
However, do stated company values truly act as the moral compass for company behavior?  
Or does marketing hype create a screen for companies to appear as good citizens, while 
relying on government regulation as the minimum guideline for appropriate behavior?  We 
believe that a company takes the high road when its values are clearly defined and its 
activities in the global community reflect adherence to its self-defined values. As 
shareholders, we invest in companies because we make a choice, based on available data, 
to participate in the profit from the company’s sales of goods and services.  When the data 
we examine is misrepresented, shareholder value is put at risk. As socially responsible 
investors, we do not limit our scope of concern to corporate accounting scandals. We 
examine stated company values and the degree to which those values are reflected in 
company behavior. When we identify discrepancies, we seek stakeholder engagement as a 
remedy.  Most recently, we have focused on the nexus of company values and their political 
contributions. 
 
Given the unprecedented public policy outcry resulting from the Supreme Court decision in 
Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission 2 our firm, NorthStar Asset Management, Inc., 
examined the treasury and Political Action Committee (PAC) contributions of the companies 
on our firm’s “buy list,” as compared to the voting records of politicians who received their 
contributions. At each company, we examined the EEO policies related to protections in the 
area of sexual orientation, as well as the company’s stance on environmental concerns.  We 
found that stated company values were not reflected in the voting records of the companies’ 
supported politicians, and in many cases, the stated views of the supported politicians were 
in direct opposition to company values.   
 
We believe that if corporate political contributions violate company values, then corporations 
are risking the good name of the company and, consequently, shareholder value.  Corporate 
contributions that contradict company values pose a direct and immediate risk to 
shareholder value.  Our perspective is that in order to minimize this risk, corporate 
standards for political giving must include a congruency analysis between anticipated 
political spending and the company’s values.  And further, that because it is shareholders 
who are placed at risk through poor management decisions on political spending, the onus 
is on shareholders to pre-approve political spending decisions. 
 
History 
 
For several years, shareholder activists have engaged companies regarding their corporate 
political spending. Since Citizens United, corporate exposure surrounding political giving has 
been reported on widely, and in some cases, has led to public scrutiny, criticism, and 
diminished shareholder value (Coates, 2010). Historically, shareholder resolutions have 
asked exclusively for disclosure of political spending (Hyatt, 2010). These resolutions are 
essential for two reasons. First, shareholder rights concerning issues of corporate executive 
compensation progressed from simply seeking disclosure to insisting upon shareholder 
advisory votes which increased “accountability, transparency, and performance linkage of 
executive pay” (Ferri & Maber quoting Baird & Stowasser, 2011), Second, such broadening 
                                                          
2 130 S. Ct. 876 (2010). 
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shareholder input regarding political contributions can similarly provide necessary checks 
and balances.   
 
Unfortunately, it appears that the singular focus of past shareholder resolutions on 
disclosure has led to a phenomenon in which companies believe that disclosure is the most 
stringent requirement by which they must abide. Corporations seem to believe that if 
management or company political action committees (PACs) simply disclose in arrears the 
extent of their political giving, then this is sufficient for shareholder and consumer 
satisfaction. The view prevails that our firm’s engagement with corporations and 
correspondence with the Securities and Exchange Commission indicates the misconception 
that we are simply requesting disclosure.3  
 
Currently, there is no process to hold management accountable for actual disclosed 
contributions to candidates working against company values. Shareholder reaction or public 
outcry against particularly egregious violations is happenstance. The focus of shareholder 
resolutions solely on disclosure has failed because it does not provide shareholders a way to 
voice an opinion on political contributions. This has two consequences: (1) the company 
(management and the board) assumes it can spend company resources promoting its views 
of what constitutes corporate “interests;” and (2) in our experience, the company may not 
know that these candidates uphold political policies divergent from company values. Given 
our concerns and fiduciary duty to protect our clients’ assets, and because of the close 
relationship between the company value and company values, we feel shareholders must 
weigh in on all corporate political activity in advance of the actual contribution. 
 
Who Decides Where The Money Goes? 
 
The burden of making appropriate political contribution decisions from both the general 
company treasury (state, local, and private political committee giving) and the company PAC 
(state, local, federal, and PAC sources) are at the discretion of management despite the fact 
that poorly used funds ultimately impact shareholder value. Corporations are permitted to 
contribute to federal elections only via PAC contributions.  Only eighty-eight companies in the 
Fortune 500 disclose their company treasury electioneering contributions and all Fortune 
500 companies disclose their PAC contributions as required by law (Alpern, 2011).   
 
Unfortunately, after our examination of underlying values as self-described by corporations 
in their publicly available media as well as employee policies, with their political 
contributions through both treasury (where available) and PAC funds, we found glaring 
inconsistencies in corporate values and the values inherently expressed by support of 
various candidates for political office.  This was true not only in corporations who disclose 
their treasury contributions, but even in those companies who denounce treasury 
contributions in favor of PAC contributions.4 In each case, while well-meaning management 
teams supported candidates who were deemed to be working in the best interest of the 
company, corporate values relating to employment non-discrimination policies, 
environmental standards, and immigrant rights were consistently violated when 
contributions were made. Management apparently lacked the skills and knowledge to 
                                                          
3 This is reflected in the SEC’s response to FedEx’s no action request letter, in which the NorthStar “say on political 
contributions” proposal was omitted for being “duplicative” of another shareholder proposal which simply requested disclosure.  
4 In particular, here we are referring to our engagement with Procter & Gamble, which does not make treasury contributions, 
preferring to rely upon a PAC. 
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evaluate candidates or chose not to do so based on support of or opposition to the 
comprehensive goals and values of their own contributing businesses.   
 
Our firm has yet to find one corporation that regularly compares its values to an analysis of 
the politicians and political groups it supports (DeNicola, et al, 2010) despite the fact that 
the corporate standard advocated by The Conference Board (TCB) in its recently published 
Handbook on Corporate Political Activity recommends corporations review their political 
expenditures to “examine the proposed expenditures to ensure that they are in line with the 
company’s values and publicly stated policies, positions, and business strategies and that 
they do not pose reputational, legal, or other risks to the company.” 
 
We again consider the fact that perhaps the solitary focus of disclosure in past shareholder 
engagement with corporations is partially at fault as it has failed to encourage corporations 
to do anything more than consider disclosing these contributions. In our engagement efforts, 
it has been clear that the novel idea of congruency with self-defined corporate values had 
never been considered previously, despite volatile public issues such as the 2010 clash 
between Target Corporation’s political contribution and the backlash suffered due to that 
donation’s clearly values-incongruent nature (further described below). Because the board 
of directors and other upper management officials make all decisions regarding the 
destinations of company treasury and company PAC contributions, management must take 
into account potential discrepancies between company values and supported politicians, as 
well as the fact that sets of contributions risk company brand name, reputation, and 
shareholder value. While these officials seem to be slowly coming around to the idea of 
disclosing these contributions, they are failing to understand that political contributions 
must reflect company values. 
 
Specific Violations of Company Values 
 
In July 2010, Target Corporation donated $150,000 to the political group Minnesota 
Forward, which ignited a major national controversy with demonstrations, petitions, 
threatened boycotts, and substantial negative publicity (Martiga, 2010). This controversy, 
combined with the negative fallout from the Citizens United case, caused us to carefully 
examine the treasury and Political Action Committee (PAC) contributions of the companies 
on our firm’s “buy list” (those corporations with stated company values) as compared to the 
voting records of politicians who received their contributions. We uncovered patterns of 
political activity that were inconsistent with companies’ policies of non-discrimination based 
on sexual orientation, gender identity, or expression: 
 
Home Depot. One particular donation was in support of Governor Bob McDonnell (Home 
Depot Corporate Political Contributions Annual Report, 2010), whose objective was to 
eliminate non-discrimination protections for LGBT state workers in Virginia.  McDonnell was 
successful in this regard. We also identified a number of other particularly egregious 
donations that are detailed in NorthStar’s no-action letter response published by the 
Security and Exchange Commission (SEC, Home Depot, Inc. Division of Corporation Finance, 
2011). 
 
FedExPAC. The U.S. Senate campaign for David Vitter received $6,500 during the 2009-
2010 election cycle from FedEx (FedExPAC, 2010). As a sitting U.S. Senator, David Vitter 
was an original co-author of and voted for the Federal Marriage Amendment that would have 
effectively eliminated same-sex marriage in all states where it is currently legal and would 
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further have prevented any states from adopting same-sex marriage legislation in the future. 
This position against same-sex marriage stands in direct violation of the FedEx commitment 
to provide same-sex, domestic partner benefits and same-sex marriage benefits (in states 
where it is legal) to all U.S.-based employees by January 1, 2012 (Molinet, 2010). 
 
Eight additional co-sponsors of the anti-LGBT Marriage Protection Amendment in the U.S. 
Senate also received contributions from the FedEx PAC and include Senators Brownback, 
Chambliss, Crapo, DeMint, Enzi, Isakson, Roberts, and Thune (Senate Joint Resolutions, 
2005 and 2008). Furthermore, candidates receiving FedExPAC contributions voted against 
hate crimes bills and the repeal of the Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell policy that prohibits LGBT service 
members from serving openly. 
 
P&G PAC. David Vitter received $2,000 in 2009 and another $3,000 in 2010 (Federal 
Election Commission Summary Reports). He not only co-authored the Federal Marriage 
Amendment, but in July 2007, Vitter was “identified as a client of a prostitution service” 
(Keilar, 2007) yet continues to serve in the Senate. Chuck Grassley, U.S. Senator from Iowa, 
has been linked (Sharlet, 2009) as having ties, as far back the 1980s, to the “C Street,” 
radical right, anti-gay group known for its support of the “Kill the Gays Bill” in Uganda (Center 
for Constitutional Rights, May, 2011; Metro Weekly, 2010). Senators Burr, Crapo, DeMint, 
Isakson, and Kyl  all recipients of PAC money  officially endorsed the Federal Marriage 
Amendment as co-sponsors. Many of the officials supported by P&G PAC contributions also 
voted for the Federal Marriage Amendment and voted against hate crimes bills and the 
repeal of the Don’t Ask Don’t Tell policy (U.S. Congressional Voting Records, 111th Congress).  
 
A company’s EEO policy, non-discrimination policy, and values statements comprise the 
company’s set of public values, and hence, to abide by the Handbook on Corporate Political 
Activity, all corporate political activity and contributions should consistently reflect these 
values whether contributions are made to political organizations or directly to political 
candidates. Yet even the above examples, focusing only on EEO values, indicate that 
management has acted in violation of stated company values.  We believe that because 
management and/or the company board of directors is responsible for determining the 
recipients of company PAC giving as well as corporate treasury political spending decisions    
and yet the above types of incongruent decisions are commonplace    stakeholders must 
ensure that management does not blindly approve political contributions that contradict 
company values.  Disclosure of political contributions after the fact does not repair harm 
created by inconsistent actions.  
 
We believe that a company’s political activities become our concern when: 
 
1. Company resources of any kind are used to make or direct political contributions for any 
reason. 
 
2. A contribution to a candidate actively works against the values of the company or creates 
potential damage to the company and its employees, customers, or shareholder value. 
 
3. We bring concerns about risks created by political giving to management’s attention and 
management fails to address     or in the case of Home Depot, even notice     the 
brand, reputational, or legal risks to the company. 
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4. Investment managers with a fiduciary responsibility to address significant risks to 
shareholder value with management, the board of directors, and the owners 
rubberstamp approval on incongruent corporate expression of values.   
 
5. Supreme Court opinions like those expressed by Justice Kennedy writing for the majority 
in Citizens United insist that we, as shareholders, correct misdoings by management, 
through the “procedures of corporate democracy.”5 
 
Inconsistencies shown between corporations’ publicly-stated values (e.g., environmental and 
health care policies, compensation and pension packages, and employee benefit issues) 
and their support of specific candidates whose public policy and government regulatory 
positions are in violation of company values can directly harm shareholder value.   
 
A Vote on Corporate Political Spending 
 
When NorthStar began to take a closer look at the political activities of companies in our 
portfolio, we took into consideration approaches pursued by the Center for Political 
Accountability (CPA) and other social investors, notably Walden Asset Management and 
Trillium Asset Management. We concluded, as mentioned above, that disclosure of political 
spending alone does not sufficiently address discrepancies between corporate values and 
the values of endorsed candidates or political entities.6 As fiduciaries, we are concerned 
that political spending decisions by management, which are intended as beneficial to 
company value, may work at cross purposes. In addition, Justice Kennedy’s majority opinion 
for the court in Citizens United placed the onus on shareholders in a corporate democracy to 
keep management’s political activities in check, such that we, as representatives of 
shareholders in the proxy process, must use our votes to uphold or dissuade management 
from potential conflicts.  As a result of that investigation, NorthStar crafted and filed its first 
round of shareholder proposals at Home Depot,7 FedEx,8 and Procter & Gamble (P&G),9 for 
the 2011 shareholder meetings, decrying corporate political activity incongruent with 
publicly-stated values and seeking a shareholder vote on corporate political activity.  We 
have similarly pursued eight companies on the same issue for the 2012 shareholder 
meetings (i.e., Chubb, Intel, Google, Home Depot, Praxair, Ecolab, Johnson & Johnson, and 
Western Union). 
                                                          
5 Citizens United v. FEC, 130 S. Ct. 876, 902 (2010).    
6 Objections to providing a shareholder vote on political contributions have consisted of two main points: 1) that institutional 
investors will vote with management and the resolutions will therefore fail; and 2) that providing a vote will reduce discussions 
with management. The first point is countered directly by the experience of shareholder resolutions calling for disclosure of 
political contributions which first averaged under 10 percent of the vote, more recently culminating with the first such resolution 
to receive a majority (53.3 percent) of total shareholder votes cast for and against it at Sprint Nextel's annual meeting (2011).  As 
to the second issue, our experience has been that shareholder resolutions calling for a shareholder vote actually provide a new 
opportunity for discussions with management that are absent when the company has already complied with disclosure of 
contributions and therefore has no basis for continued discussion around disclosure. A third point that critics have missed is that 
providing a shareholder vote is a better option for shareholders to preserve company value than waiting for public outrage and its 
attendant damage. For further reference, see http://www.politicalaccountability.net/index.php?ht=a/GetDocumentAction/i/5379.   
7 This proposal was filed at Home Depot on 12/7/2010; it was challenged by the company at the SEC, however we prevailed and 
the proposal was put up for a shareholder vote on 6/2/2011.  The proposal can be found in the 2011 Home Depot proxy booklet, 
available on the SEC’s website: http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/354950/00011931 2511098642/ddef14a.htm.  
8 This proposal was filed at FedEx on 4/15/2011, and was challenged at the SEC by the company.  The proposal was 
subsequently excluded from the FedEx proxy on 7/21/2011 based on a claim that it substantially duplicated a proposal from the 
Comptroller of the City of New York, filed on 4/1/2011, which FedEx received first and which will be included. 
9 The proposal was filed at P&G on 4/28/2011, and was put up for a shareholder vote on October 11, 2011. The proposal can be 
found in the P&G proxy booklet, available on the SEC’s website: http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar 
/data/80424/000119312511233301/ddef14a.htm.  
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Our perspective is that corporate standards for political giving must include an analysis of 
anticipated political spending for congruency with the company’s values to minimize risk to 
shareholder value.  
 
Support for this approach is evidenced by: 
 
 When the  Supreme Court, in its Citizens United ruling in 2010, interpreted the First 
Amendment right of freedom of speech to include certain corporate political 
expenditures involving “electioneering communications,” striking down elements of the 
previously well-established McCain-Feingold law. The decision itself required the remedy 
of “potential abuses” through “procedures of corporate democracy.”10 
 
 NorthStar’s decision to seek a shareholder vote on political contributions was lauded by 
John C. Bogle, founder of the Vanguard Group, in making the case for a shareholder vote 
on political contributions. In his New York Times editorial, Bogle explains that “In the 
Home Depot case, which was brought by NorthStar Asset Management, a Boston money 
manager, a vigilant S.E.C. [Securities and Exchange Commission] has allowed our 
shareholders to take that first step toward [corporate] democracy” (Bogle, 2011). Bogle 
argues that self-interested managers “exploit provisions in the law…to make lavish 
political contributions without disclosure… and subvert our political system,” which can 
only be corrected by imposing a requirement for a binding “supermajority” (75%) 
shareholder vote on political contributions. Bogle also addresses the concern that “our 
nation’s money managers now hold[ing] 70 percent of all shares of American 
corporations…have not always honored [the] responsibility to vote,” pointing out that 
“mutual funds, our largest holders of stocks, are now required to publicly report how they 
voted during the year,” finally giving shareholders the means to hold financial institutions 
accountable as well (Bogle, 2011).  
 
 “The standard (under Delaware corporate law) requires a unanimous shareholder vote to 
ratify a gift of corporate assets other than for charitable purposes” (Bogle, 2011). 
 
 In allowing NorthStar’s resolution, the SEC agreed with NorthStar’s view that seeking an 
advisory vote on electioneering contributions is a shareholder right. Importantly, the 
SEC’s decision to allow the Home Depot resolution also established that NorthStar’s 
proposal was a significant social policy issue of concern to shareholders, addressed 
issues outside the ordinary business of the firm, was clearly defined, and that giving 
shareholders a vote goes beyond disclosure (Home Depot, Inc. Division of Corporation 
Finance, 2011). 
 
 On July 13, 2011, congressional leaders Representative Michael Capuano, Senator 
Robert Menendez, and Senator Richard Blumenthal re-introduced the Shareholder 
Protection Act,11 a bill that would allow shareholders of public companies to vote 
annually on political spending. NorthStar signed a coalition letter to Congress supporting 
the Shareholder Protection Act. The coalition letter stated: “Responsible corporate 
governance requires the involvement of informed shareholders and is not a partisan 
issue. We believe that holding management accountable and ensuring that political 
                                                          
10 130 S. Ct. 876, 886 (2010). 
11 See “Shareholder Protection Act of 2010.” GovTrack.us, available at:  http://www.govtrack.us/congress/billtext.x pd? Bi ll= 
h11 1-4790. 
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spending decisions are made transparently and in pursuit of sound business is 
important for both the market and for democracy.“12 
 
Increasingly, shareholders are asking for more accountability and even evidence of value 
received for corporate political expenditures. When contributions are made to candidates via 
corporate treasury funds or through PAC funds that violate the same corporation’s policies 
and values, shareholder value is put at risk. Greater oversight requires that shareholders 
and their fiduciaries be allowed an opportunity to weigh in on all of the company’s political 
contributions before incongruent contributions occur. 
 
In our experiences, company management states that compliance with election laws is the 
standard for directing contributions to political candidates13 – even when candidates’ 
political positions violate the company’s policies and publicly-stated values. However, 
guidance provided by the CFA Institute’s Code of Ethics and Standards of Professional 
Conduct states “in the event of conflict, Members and Candidates must comply with the 
more strict law, rule, or regulation” (CFA Institute Code of Ethics and Standards of Professional 
Conduct, 2010). We believe this must include the company’s own internal governing policies 
so as to avoid bias that reflects personal views and interests rather than those of the 
company as stated in company policies. As owners, we believe that the criteria for the 
company’s political activities should be the higher of company standards or legal 
requirements, rather than the minimum (legal) standard referenced by management. 
 
Furthermore, some of our colleagues have asserted that corporate PAC contributions should 
not be subjected to shareholder scrutiny through an advisory vote (Smith, 2011). NorthStar 
maintains that PACs carry the same brand and reputational risks to shareholder value as 
any other corporate political activity. PACs are formed by the company, expenses are paid by 
the company, the name or brand of the company is used in association with the PAC, the 
PAC solicits both shareholders and salaried employees for contributions to the PAC, and 
senior management exercises discretion over the money.14 Therefore, we maintain, 
shareholder scrutiny and input in advance of these PAC contributions are necessary to 
mitigate risk and safeguard shareholder value. 
 
Summary 
 
We believe that there is a need to hold companies accountable for all aspects of their public 
actions. Incongruities in their public actions – whether or not we have had successful prior 
shareholder engagements or whether the source of the contribution is from a Political Action 
Committee (PAC) or by the company – are inherently problematic.   
 
Shareholder value can be diminished by negative publicity associated with political giving 
that is incongruent with company values. Political spending decisions that are wholly 
dependent on the will and vision of a management without oversight to ensure that these 
decisions are in line with company values exposes the company to unnecessary risk.  
Governing policies that allow management to exercise personal views and interests rather 
than reflect corporate values potentially serve to harm company image and increase 
                                                          
12 See “Coalition Letter in Support of the Shareholder Protection Act.” Corporate Reform Coalition, http://corporatereform 
coalition.org/?p=282.      
13 Blackburn, Kenneth (Senior Counsel, Legal Division, Procter & Gamble) personal correspondence to J. Goodridge, CEO of 
NorthStar Asset Management, Inc.), dated July 27, 2011.  
14 11 Code of Federal Regulations, 110.5, et seq. [Federal Elections]. 
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shareowner risk. As shareholders and fiduciaries, we believe that the criteria for the 
company’s political activities should be based upon not solely legal requirements, but also 
on considerations of the company internal values as a higher standard. At this time of 
heightened public scrutiny of corporate political involvement, all shareholders need to the 
opportunity to evaluate management’s decisions and vote on political spending to avert 
potential loss of shareholder value. 
 
The Target Corporation debacle of the summer of 2010 resoundingly demonstrated that 
shareholder value is at risk when contributions are made in violation of company values.  As 
investment advisers, financial professionals, and shareholders, we must exercise our 
fiduciary responsibility and intervene when warranted to provide checks and balances on 
corporate political activities. 
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Introduction 
 
The leadership gap that exists in today’s workplace is painfully evident. Too many workers 
are dissatisfied with their jobs. Middle managers complain of a lack of top-level leadership — 
one that sets high standards of morality and concomitant personal conduct, reflects ethical 
ideals, acknowledges a worker’s authenticity and contributions, instills trust, and fosters 
dedication. Even corporate leaders recognize this paucity of values in leadership and the 
serious threat it poses to sustained future economic growth. After all, leaders are needed to 
weather an economic storm, but thereafter, to ameliorate battered companies for future 
growth and sustainability. 
 
Consider relevant data that reflect, in part, the shortcomings of leadership today: 
 
1. Worker Satisfaction. Employee job satisfaction is at an all-time low. It’s not a cyclical 
phenomenon or simply the result of downside economics. The numbers reflect a 
longtime downward spiral. Only 45 percent of American workers expressed satisfaction 
with their jobs in 2009 as juxtaposed to 61 percent in 1987 (The Conference Board, 
January, 2010).  
 
2. Talent Development. According to CEO Challenge 2011 ─ a survey of more than 700 
CEOs, presidents, and chairpersons of U.S.-based companies ─ talent, or more 
specifically, leadership development, is among the major challenges identified by 
corporate executives today: “CEOs selected the internally-focused actions of improving 
leadership development and fostering talent internally, enhancing the effectiveness of 
the senior team, providing employee training and development, and improving 
leadership succession as the key strategies to address talent challenges” (PR Newswire, 
April 12, 2011). 
 
According to a McKinsey Global Survey Report, middle managers indicate dramatically lower 
levels of satisfaction with their bosses. Twenty percent of C-suite and senior executives and 
30 percent of middle managers are completely dissatisfied with their superiors’ 
performance and lack of genuine leadership ─ indicative of middle managers’ “overall lack 
of connection to their current companies” (McKinsey Quarterly, August 2009). This survey 
If your actions inspire others to dream 
more, learn more, do more and become 
more, you are a leader. 
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additionally reported that 27 percent of middle managers believe their employment is 
potentially jeopardized if they communicate their managerial opinions ─ especially when 
contrary to those of their senior managers ─ and only 36 percent of middle managers have 
stated that they are very likely or extremely likely to remain with their current employer for 
more than two years from date of hire. 
 
What is Real Leadership? 
 
A “real leader” can be generically defined as someone occupying a decision-making 
capacity, formal or informal.  This leader has followers or associates, and together they 
advance the strategic goals of the organization, contribute mightily to institutional 
performance, and treat people fairly, honestly, and compassionately. Real leadership 
transcends the prosaic textbook definition by creating the right conditions for others to 
adopt and emulate by embracing and personifying the following tenets, or, what I have 
termed, the “Eight Essentials of Effective Leadership” (Eich, 2012).  Real leaders: 
 
1.  Don’t micromanage. They are calm in their style, yet are disdainful of antagonizers, who,   
in any capacity, undermine performance and morale. 
 
2.  Possess a central compass. They aspire to do what’s right and be a part of something 
bigger than themselves. 
 
3.  Communicate effectively.  They transmit with clarity, honesty, and candor, and know how 
to listen. 
4.  Harbor a unique composition. This passion translates into a strong, corporate culture. 
  
5. Offer value and support.  This should be extended to everyone they lead, both overtly 
and more privately. 
  
6. Recognize when to step aside. Circumstances will, at times, warrant leaders to absent 
themselves from the issue or situation posed. 
 
7.   Are approachable.  They are accessible, knowledgeable, and empathetic.   
  
8.  Are remarkably incisive. They are able to distinguish between character and integrity; 
they understand that true success relies upon understanding the symbiotic nature of the 
two. 
 
There are many “leaders” today who manifest several of these traits; few demonstrate all of 
them. The great differentiator, though, is that real leaders embrace all of these principles all 
of the time. That’s true whether the situation involves leaders in business, government, the 
military or private life.  
 
Perpetual Leadership 
 
The following contemporary trendsetters provide examples of leaders who refuse to 
compromise their principles, are faithfully devoted to both employees and customers, and 
who have created a resilient and celebrated company culture. 
 
Howard S. “Howdy” Holmes. CEO and president of the Chelsea Milling Company, a private 
entity, as well as former Indianapolis 500 “Rookie of the Year,” Holmes can truly be 
described as a real leader who understands the importance of creating an atmosphere of 
trust throughout the company. Chelsea Milling, originally founded by Holmes’s great 
grandparents, produces the ever-popular grocery staple Jiffy Mix and refreshingly does not 
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engage in advertising. The company has spearheaded sustainability efforts using local 
resources ─  including agricultural foodstuffs ─ as well as configuring its own packaging 
which minimizes transportation and resource needs.  Under his leadership, Chelsea Milling 
has provided employment to the ravaged Detroit area where many companies have either 
closed or relocated years before. In her book, Jiffy, A Family Tradition, Cynthia Furlong 
Reynolds comments upon the legacy Howdy inherited from several generations of the 
Holmes family that preceded him. “It’s a tradition that like the grain towers themselves 
stand tall and clean — against conventional wisdom about how to create a successful 
business. The kind of success enjoyed by Chelsea Milling is not easily measured by today’s 
business standards, because the currency it generates is worth far more than any balance 
sheet can show”(Reynolds, 2008). Having known Howdy Holmes personally for more than 
30 years (and his parents even longer), I have witnessed how he treats people the way they 
want to be treated ─ with care, compassion, respect, and dignity.  He demonstrates a clear 
and persuasive vision of the future, possesses an uncanny ability to institute change while 
inspiring people to genuinely see the need for it and, most importantly, stands as a beacon 
of integrity, irreproachable character, unselfishness, and humility. 
 
Harold S. Edwards. Keeping a company and its workforce afloat during downturned 
economic times requires special leadership. Stimulating forward momentum is an even 
greater challenge. Edwards, President and CEO of Limoneira Company, has surpassed these 
challenges. Limoneira, founded in 1893, is a major global producer of citrus and a 
trailblazer in sustainability and community development. Edwards is one of those leaders 
focused on enhancing his company’s strategic edge despite often seemingly insurmountable 
economic challenges: “Strategically plotting Limoneira’s course through an extremely 
treacherous economic downturn has tested me. Keeping the board focused on strategic and 
governance issues and the management team focused on managerial issues during the 
recent unprecedented downturn in the U.S. economy has been the most challenging 
situation for me since assuming the helm at Limoneira” (Eich, 2012).  
 
Edwards recognizes that employees are the bedrock of the company’s past and its future. 
His strong roots in Santa Paula, California, are evident in all of the company‘s operations. 
Recognized for its high quality products as well as its innovative solar orchard, employee 
housing, sustainable farming practices, water conservation, and real estate, Edwards’s 
vision and drive are evidenced by his actions. He firmly grasps that the families who formed 
the company 119 years ago strongly believed in doing the right thing, i.e., treating others as 
they would want to be treated. Edwards’s commitment to his employees, customers, and the 
community proper is driven by a philosophy he and his team value highly — one anchored in 
developing relationships based on caring, trust, fairness, and honesty. 
 
Howard “Howie” and Mary Wennes.  Howie, a former Lutheran pastor and bishop and his 
wife, Mary, a devoted international volunteer, are a couple who richly share their talents and 
their devotion not only to each other, but to mankind. Each has unique strengths, but 
together they have developed an example of true leadership as evidenced by their business 
and philanthropic leadership.   
 
Howie prepared himself academically for the ministry from 1961 to 1982 when he received 
his Doctor of Ministry degree from Pacific Lutheran Theological Seminary. His various 
leadership roles included congregational pastor, camping association executive, and Bishop 
to ELCA’s (Evangelical Lutheran Church in America) Grand Canyon Synod in Arizona.  Howie 
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excelled as “a pastor to pastors.”  He tried unsuccessfully to retire several times.  When 
called, Howie was always ready to serve, even when it meant acting as interim president of 
California Lutheran University twice — which he did magnificently — despite having no formal 
training in academic administration.  
 
Mary possesses her own repertoire of unique abilities.  Her talents have been well spent in 
assisting with tasks assigned to her life partner, acting as the dominant force in raising the 
couple’s three children, and developing her own ministry through Lutheran World Relief and 
humanitarian causes such as ELCA’s current malaria initiative, which has entailed travels to 
Africa and Australia. Values-based leadership “Wennes-style” inspires others to emulate 
their selflessness, provides a voice to the disadvantaged, and requires an unquestionable, 
lifelong commitment to bettering and serving those in need. 
 
Lessons Learned 
 
As imitation of the ethical practices of others could indeed be considered the highest form of 
flattery, the leadership styles of the companies and individuals discussed above provide a 
convenient blueprint, a “life template” of sorts, especially for the next generation of leaders. 
Several components of such desirable conduct include:   
 
 Being a leader in today’s wired, often frantic and constantly changing world must be a 
relentless preoccupation and lifestyle. The most effective leaders are those who help 
their organizations embrace the need for change while safeguarding the core beliefs 
that have helped foster the company’s success. Preserving the cornerstone values of 
the founders and the business’s competitive edge are both paramount. 
 
 Real leaders can make profound differences in others’ lives by revealing their values 
and ensuring that there is harmony between the leader’s vision, goals, relationships 
with others, and the company’s culture. In achieving this parity, the leader provides a 
formula to achieve success ethically in the workplace and in life. In the process, both 
professional and personal bottom lines are positively affected. 
 
 Real leaders do not consciously seek the limelight. Rather, they embody the self-less 
qualities of values-based leadership: they are easily accessible, they ensure 
appropriate attribution for the achievements of their employees or other team 
members, and they demonstrate an indefatigable energy and unrelenting commitment 
to assisting and bettering others. 
 
 Leadership is not a birthright ─ even in most tightly-knit, family-owned companies ─ 
nor is it about amassing personal power. Rather, it is about believing in people, 
unleashing their strengths, helping them to succeed, and creating a conscientious and 
honorable organizational culture. 
 
Conclusion 
 
Leading is about living the ideals in your private, professional, and social life; passing them 
on to peers and forwarding them to subsequent generations; and motivating and inspiring 
those around you. As John Quincy Adams is reputed to have said: “If your actions inspire 
others to dream more, learn more, do more and become more, you are a leader” (6th U.S. 
President, (1825-29)). 
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Abstract 
 
Governance has moved beyond mere fulfilment of legal requirements. The corporate 
debacles of the last decade and more have indicated how very respectable corporate 
organisations across the globe succumbed to greed and compromised on ethics and 
organisational value systems. Corporate Governance is mainly concerned with the intrinsic 
nature, purpose, integrity, and identity of an organisation. It encompasses the entire gamut 
of organisational stakeholders. While a lot of literature is available in the field of Corporate 
Governance, an analysis of corporate organisations in terms of their stakeholder-related 
initiatives has hitherto not been attempted. In this paper, the author has used the case 
study of an Indian multinational corporation — Larsen & Toubro’s Engineering, Construction 
and Contracts Division (ECC) — and has attempted to study its practices with respect to two 
major stakeholders: the Shareholder and the Government. ECC is a market leader in the 
Indian construction industry and has been associated with some of the most prestigious 
governmental, commercial, and religious construction projects in the country over the last 
six decades. Triangulation of data has been gathered for this case study primarily through 
personal interviews with top executives of the Company and responses to an Executive 
Perception Survey on the Shareholders and the Government. This has been supplemented 
through other information available in the public domain. 
 
Company Introduction1 
 
Larsen & Toubro (L&T) is a US $11.7 billion technology, engineering, construction, and 
manufacturing company and is one of the largest and highly respected companies in India’s 
private sector. Headquartered in Mumbai, the Company operates primarily in India but its 
operations extend across the globe. It markets plant and equipment in over 30 countries, 
                                                          
1 The Company introduction is based on a case study written by the author on Larsen & Toubro for another journal. 
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has manufacturing facilities in India, China, and the Gulf and a supply chain that extends to 
5 continents. Within India, L&T is said to have its presence in almost every district through a 
nationwide network of distributors of its products. L&T operates through multiple divisions 
including Engineering & Construction Projects, Construction, Heavy Engineering, Electrical & 
Electronics, IT & Technology Services, Machinery & Industrial Products, and Financial 
Services. Across the Divisions, 12 distinct Operating Companies have been carved out under 
the L&T umbrella, each housing a separate strategic business unit. The 2015 strategic 
vision of the Company is: “To make L&T an INR 75,000-crore2 Company.” 
   
L&T has a distinguished record of achievements including the manufacture of the world’s 
largest coal gasifier in India and exported to China, India’s first indigenous hydrocracker 
reactor, and the world’s largest Continuous Catalyst Regeneration reactor. Among the recent 
success stories of L&T is its association with India’s first nuclear submarine, Arihant, 
inaugurated by Prime Minister of India, Dr. Manmohan Singh, at Vishakhapatnam in July 
2009.  
 
In spite of having a diversified expertise, the revenues of the Company are highly 
concentrated at present. For the financial year ending 2008, the Engineering & Construction 
Division accounted for approximately 69.3% of the Company’s total revenues and 75.2% of 
the total income. Of these, the Construction Division (ECC) has been the largest contributor 
to the top line growth of the Company. This Division—ECC is the focus of this case study. 
 
Construction Division 
 
ECC — the Engineering Construction & Contracts Division of L&T— is India’s largest 
construction organisation. It figures among the top 225 contractors in the world and ranks 
47th among global contractors (revenues outside home country) and 72nd among 
international contractors (revenues from home as well as outside country).3 Many of the 
country’s prized landmarks have been built by ECC. ECC capabilities cover all disciplines of 
construction – civil, mechanical, electrical, and instrumentation. It is also equipped with the 
requisite expertise and wide ranging experience to undertake Engineering Procurement & 
Construction Jobs with single-source capability. 
 
L&T – Vision4 
 
“L&T shall be a professionally managed Indian multinational, committed to total customer 
satisfaction and enhancing shareholder value.  
L&T-ites shall be an innovative, entrepreneurial, and empowered team constantly creating 
value and attaining global benchmarks.  
L&T shall foster a culture of caring, trust and continuous learning while meeting 
expectations of employees, stakeholders and society.” 
 
L&T ECC – Services 
 
ECC’s range of services include:5 
 Pre-engineering, feasibility studies, and detailed project reports; 
 Engineering, design, and consultancy services; 
                                                          
2 1 crore = 10 million 
3 Survey conducted by Engineering News Record Magazine, August 2007. 
4 As stated on the ECC website, accessed in April 2012. 
5 Landmarks (2007-2008), published by Corporate Communications Dept., L&T–ECC, Chennai. 
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 Complete civil and structural construction services for all types of buildings as well as 
industrial and infrastructural projects; 
 Complete mechanical system engineering including fabrication and erection of 
structural steel works, manufacture, supply erection, testing, and commissioning of 
plant and equipment, heavy lift erection, high-pressure piping, fire-fighting, and HVAC 
and LP/utility piping networks; 
 Electrical system design, project electrification, and automation and control systems, 
including instrumentation for all types of industrial and telecom projects; and 
 Design, manufacture, supply, and installation of EHV switchyards and transmission 
lines. 
 
Effective April 1, 2008, the ECC Division was divided into four independent operating 
companies with related businesses. The operating companies and the constituent divisions 
are:
6
 Building & Factories Operating Company (Institutional & Commercial Buildings, 
Residential Buildings, Factory Structures, and Formwork); Infrastructure Operating Company 
(Roads & Runways, Bridges, Metros & Ports, Nuclear & Defence, and Power Generation; 
Minerals, Material Handling & Water Operating Company (Minerals & Metals, Water Effluent 
Treatment, and Bulk Material Handling); and Electrical & Gulf Projects (Electrical 
Instrumentation & Communication, Transmission Lines & Railway Electrification, and Gulf 
Projects). ECC’s Engineering Design and Research Centre provides a broad spectrum of 
engineering, design, research, and consultancy services, ranging from concept to 
commissioning of all types of projects in the above divisions. 
 
L&T ECC – Subsidiary and Associate Companies7 
 
These include L&T International FZE, Larsen & Toubro (Oman) LL, L&T and Eastern 
Contracting LLC (Eastern) Joint Venture, Larsen & Toubro Readymix Concrete Industries LLC, 
Larsen & Toubro Saudi Arabia LLC, Larsen & Toubro Qatar LLC, Larsen & Toubro Kuwait 
Construction WLL, L&T-ECC Construction, SND, BHD, L&T-Ramboll Consulting Engineers Ltd., 
Voith Paper Technology (India) Ltd., NAC Infrastructure Equipment Ltd., L&T-HCC JV 
Jharkhand Road Project, L&T-KBL JV, HCC-L&T Purulla JV, L&T-AM JV, Patel-L&T Consortium, 
International Seaports Dredging Ltd., and Metro Tunneling Group. 
 
Objective of the Case Study 
 
While Corporate Governance mainly deals with the mandatory and suggested guidelines by a 
number of regulatory bodies, the main objective of this case study is to examine and assess 
the Shareholder and Government-related practices of Larsen & Toubro Ltd.  
 
Methodology of the Case Study 
 
The case study data follows the Descriptive Research Design with an Inductive Approach. 
The now popular and evolving “anecdotal style of narrative” has been used in this case. The 
case has been compiled based on triangulation of data from primary and secondary sources 
of information. While the primary sources of information consist of responses to an 
Executive Perception Survey on Government and Shareholders as well as interactions with 
                                                          
6 Based on the information provided to the author by the President’s Office at the Chennai headquarters of ECC in November 
2009. 
7 Based on the information provided in Landmarks (2007-2008), published by Corporate Communications Dept., L&T–ECC, 
Chennai. 
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senior executives of the Company, the secondary sources of information consist of 
information published in the public domain. Details of each of these are provided. 
 
Personal Interactions with Senior Executives of the Company 
 
The case study data has been collected based on personal interaction by the author with top 
executives of the Company and based on the following five parameters: 
 
Needs. The needs and the expectations that the Shareholders and the Government have of 
the Company. 
 
Constraints. The constraints and challenges faced by the Company in order to fulfill the 
needs and the expectations of the Shareholders and the Government.  
 
Alterables.8 The alterables and best practices undertaken by the Company in order to satisfy 
the needs of the Shareholders and the Government or to overcome the challenges and the 
constraints that are associated with them. 
 
Strengths. The strengths possessed by the Company with respect to the Shareholders and 
the Government.  
 
Areas of Improvement. The areas where the Company needs to improve with respect to the 
needs and expectations of the Shareholders and the Government.  
The parameters of Needs, Constraints, and Alterables as stated above are based on the 
landmark work in the area of Social Systems Engineering Tools as proposed by Warfield 
(1976) and Sage (1977). The top executives interviewed by these authors include: 
 
Table 1: Details of the Interviewees 
Subject 
No. 
Designation Type of  
Interview 
1. Member of the L&T Board & President (Construction) Personal 
2. Former Deputy Managing Director – L&T9 Personal 
3.  Vice President – Finance, Accounts & Administration10 Personal 
4. Vice President & Head – Materials Management & Vendor 
Development11 
Personal 
5.  Vice President & Head – People & Organisation Development12  Personal 
6. Head – Corporate Communications13 Personal 
 
 
Responses Gained through Executive Perception Survey 
 
Responses were also garnered by the author to an Executive Perception Survey on 
Shareholders and the Government. This consisted of 15 parameters relating to various 
                                                          
8 As per Social Systems Engineering Tools, “Alterables” mean “Those elements pertaining to the Needs that can be changed, 
modified, and/or managed.” 
9 Throughout the case study and for the sake of convenience and ease of reading, the former Deputy Managing Director is 
referred to as former Dy. MD. 
10 Throughout the case study and for the sake of convenience and ease of reading, the Vice President of Finance, Accounts & 
Administration is referred to as VP (FAA). 
11 Throughout the case study and for the sake of convenience and ease of reading, the Vice President & Head of Materials 
Management & Vendor Development is referred to as Head (MM). 
12 Throughout the case study and for the sake of convenience and ease of reading, the Vice President & Head of People & 
Organisation Development is referred to as Head (POD). 
13 Throughout the case study and for the sake of convenience and ease of reading, the Head of Corporate Communications would 
be referred to as Head (CC). 
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aspects and initiatives related to the Shareholders and 6 parameters relating to various 
aspects and initiatives related to the Government by the organisation. Nineteen respondents 
across different levels of the management hierarchy within the Company responded to the 
survey and indicated the level of implementation of each of the stated customer-related 
initiatives within the organisation. Important observations relevant to the case study have 
been appropriately included.  
 
Respondents to the Executive Perception Survey (19 Respondents) 
 
Presented below is the classification of the Respondents to the Corporate Stakeholders 
Management — Executive Perception Survey based on positions in management hierarchy 
and functional areas.  
 
Figure 1: Respondent Classification Based on Management Hierarchy 
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Secondary Sources of Information 
 
The interview and survey responses have been supplemented by information available in the 
public domain through documents such as the Company Annual Reports, newspapers, 
magazines, and journal articles, as well as information available on the Company website. 
 
Shareholder Management: An Introduction 
 
Undoubtedly, Shareholders are one of the most important constituencies any organisation 
would need to analyse. One important reason for this is that they provide valuable funds for 
the Company’s functioning, expansion, and growth; the other reason is that they play a role 
and have a say in the key decision-making processes of the Company, especially during the 
annual general meetings of the Company. Since the policy is “one share, one vote,” the 
more shares held by the shareholder, ostensibly the more influence that entity has in the 
Company’s decision-making processes and in the appointment of important personnel 
within the top strategic team of the business.  
 
In this context, it is important to note the unique shareholding pattern of L&T. Unlike most 
Indian companies, it is not a family or professionally-run organisation characterized by the 
dominance of a single family in terms of ownership. In the true sense of the term, it is a 
“publicly-owned and professionally-run” company. As stated in the Annual Report of the 
parent company L&T, the shareholding pattern for the year ending March 31, 2011, was: 
Financial Institutions – 32.99%, Foreign Institutional Investors – 15.18%, Shares underlying 
GDRs – 3.55%, Mutual Funds – 4.31%, Corporate Bodies – 6.59%, Directors & Relatives – 
0.84%, L&T Employees Welfare Foundation – 12.22%, and the General Public – 24.32%.  
 
The Company has four tiers of Corporate Governance structure:  Strategic Supervision (by 
the Board of Directors composed of the Executive and Non-Executive Directors); Executive 
Management (by the Corporate Management comprising the Executive Directors);  
Strategy & Operational Management (by the Operating Company Board of verticals in each 
Operating Division); and Operational Management (by the Strategic Business Unit (SBU) 
Heads). In addition to ensuring greater management accountability and credibility, the four-
tiered governance structure facilitates increased autonomy of businesses, performance 
discipline, and development of business leaders, leading to increased public confidence.  
 
The Board currently has three committees: the Audit Committee, the Nomination and 
Compensation Committee, and the Shareholders’ and Investors’ Grievance Committee. The 
Board is responsible for constituting, assigning, and co-opting the members of the 
Committees.14  The Board of Directors of L&T Ltd., for the year ending March 31, 2011, was 
comprised of the Chairman & Managing Director, six Executive Directors and nine Non-
Executive Directors. The composition of the Board was in conformity with Clause 49 of the 
Listing Agreement.15  
 
Mr. A.M. Naik has been the Chairman and Managing Director of the Company since 2003. 
He joined the company as Junior Engineer in 1965 and has been serving as Managing 
Director and Chief Executive Officer since 1999. Mr. K.V. Rangaswami took over as the Head 
of the ECC Division from Dr. A. Ramakrishna in 2004 and became the President 
(Construction) and Member of the L&T Board. Mr. S. N. Subrahmanyan is currently the full-
                                                          
14 Based on the information provided in the Corporate Governance Report of the Company for the year ending March 31, 2011. 
15 Based on the information provided in the Corporate Governance Report of the Company for the year ending March 31, 2011. 
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Top Management Said… 
“Our major stakeholder is our shareholder. They have invested money, we 
have to give them a return.” 
 
— President, ECC Division, Larsen & Toubro Ltd. 
time Director and Senior Executive Vice President (Construction) and heads the ECC Division 
since 2011. 
 
Based on discussions with the President, former Deputy Managing Director, Vice President 
of Finance, Accounts, and Administration, as well as the Vice President and Head of the 
People and Organisational Development, a detailed list of the each of these Needs, 
Constraints, Alterables, Strengths, and Areas of Improvement with respect to the 
Shareholder as Stakeholder has been collated. 
 
Needs of the Shareholders 
 
The important needs identified for the Company’s shareholders are Transparency, 
Accountability, Reporting, and Grievance Redressal. The Annual General Meetings of the 
Company provide the annual forum to undertake the necessary approvals from the entire 
body of the Company’s shareholders. The shareholders expect that these are held on a 
regular basis. 
 
Since shareholders have invested their money in the Company, they naturally would expect 
a favourable Return on Investment (ROI). The former Dy. MD explained the concept of 
Return on Capital Employed (ROCE) as follows: “One of the stakeholders of the Company is 
the shareholders and you must give them a return on the capital employed more than the 
weighted average cost of capital (WACC). If you invest Rs.100 and if your capital is costing 
you 13% then you should earn more than 13%. We have today the ROCE of 28%. Today’s 
turnover if roughly Rs.30,000 crores and 7-8% is the profit i.e. Rs. 2,400 crores profit. But 
that’s not the real profit. The real profit is what we have invested and put as buildings, 
equipment, people, machinery; all that should produce profit and should be related to the 
capital employed. The return on funds employed should be more than the WACC. That way 
you will satisfy the shareholders.”16 
 
Constraints/Challenges faced by the Company 
 
Two major challenges have been identified by the Company: 
 
 
Manipulation  
If there is a bad return and if the expectation of the shareholder is a good return, they would 
expect the Company to probably give a rosy picture, or they would want the Company to 
mention this in a way that it does not reveal the full factual scenario but, at the same time, 
does not obfuscate the losses or poor returns. Senior executives of the Company often face 
such conflicting situations. 
                                                          
16 Personal Interview on October 25, 2009. 
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Transparency 
While the Company’s priority is to maintain high standards of openness and probity, 
maintaining this level of transparency is a challenge for the organisation. Explaining how 
maintaining transparency is a challenge in the construction industry in India, the VP (FAA) 
stated that: “If a company is doing 100 projects, in 94 projects it may be doing exceedingly 
well and in 5-6 projects it may be doing very badly. Somehow one would try to hide these 
and say that overall performance is good. Things like these could be a challenge. Because of 
this today, there are lots of disclosures that have been made mandatory. So we (as an 
organisation) comply with all those disclosures. There are sometimes conflicts. For example, 
related party transactions (i.e., if the Director’s relatives are working, or if any Director is 
interested in an organisation other than the organisation where he is full time), we have to 
disclose the dealings with that organisation. Sometimes a Company’s resources may get 
siphoned off to some other company where the Director has got interest, putting the parent 
Company into trouble. There are cases of this kind, both in India and outside India, which we 
would like to avoid in our organisation.”17  
 
Alterables/Noteworthy Practices for Shareholders 
 
Presented below are some of the practices at ECC with respect to shareholders:  
 
Finance, Accounts, and Administration (FAA) Department  
This department administers the finance and accounts-related policies of the Company at all 
its establishments — headquarters, regional offices, and project sites. The department 
manages the working capital for the ECC division through effective funds management, 
monitoring of receivables, and vendor financing. It also ensures compliance of statutory 
requirements and internal controls at regional offices and project sites. The department also 
consolidates and presents the audited accounts of the Division as applicable under the 
relevant Acts. Budgeting process and preparation of periodic MIS reports for corporate 
management, issue of policy guidelines related to finance and accounts, and specialist 
functions like insurance and taxation management for the division are other key activities of 
the department.18  
 
Preparation of the Annual Report 
Through the Annual Report, the shareholders come to discover the real happenings in the 
organisation. The Company’s Annual Reports typically demonstrate compliance with various 
standards and statutory requirements,  assuring the shareholders that the Company has not 
violated any laws or tax obligations nor engaged in any conflicts of interest relating to 
shareholder interests.. With respect to any failings of the organisation, the Reports serve to 
communicate this information directly to the shareholders who should always be the first 
stakeholders to be apprised of the true situation.  Highlighting the role of the Annual Report, 
the VP (FAA) explained: “Preparing the annual report in the right fashion is very important. 
You may have heard of the terminology called ‘window dressing’ and also what Enron did. 
How things were given in the charge of a single person without any processes being in place. 
So we would like to ensure that such things do not happen in our organisation.”19 
 
                                                          
17 Personal Interview on May 30, 2008. 
18 Based on information provided in Landmarks (2007-2008), published by Corporate Communications Dept., L&T–ECC, 
Chennai. 
19 Personal Interview on May 30, 2008. 
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Quarterly Compliance Reports to the Management 
ECC gives quarterly confirmation to management that the Company is complying with all the 
statutory requirements while any minor deviations are being rectified immediately. The VP 
(FAA) opined that: “It is possible that we may not be 100% compliant because we are spread 
across 300 odd sites and things can go wrong somewhere. If anything goes wrong, we have 
a senior level person at the ECC head office in Chennai taking care of the compliance 
requirements. He goes to the site, examines the issue, and takes the corrective steps 
necessary. We are giving a compliance certificate to the management saying that we have 
gone through the Acts and whatever compliance is required, we are taking care of that. 
Wherever there are deviations, we write it in the covering note and state that we are taking 
corrective steps for the deviations. Like this we provide reports and correct information to 
the management.” 
 
Clean Reporting 
In the opinion of the VP (FAA), ECC is better than many others in the industry in the area of 
reporting. This is because the construction industry is vulnerable to so many “opportunities” 
to circumvent any of the statutory rules and regulations. In spite of this, the Company is said 
to be meeting all the compliance requirements. ECC also has a system of awarding the best 
presented accounts where all accounting standards are followed, where comprehensive 
compliance has been achieved. 
 
Grievance Redressal 
The President shared that if a shareholder writes a small grievance letter to the Company, it 
is given importance and attention. The Company has formed a Shareholders Grievance 
Redressal Committee. At the Mumbai Head Office,20 there is also a Grievance Department.  
 
Unique Approach to Tax Payment 
In ECC, there is a general guideline :”In case of doubt, err on the government’s side.” In the 
event there is a conflicting opinion on paying taxes in a particular case, the senior 
management is instructed to pay the amount deemed to be owed despite another’s 
reservation. This is the conservative approach ECC has constantly maintained. 
 
Preparation to Follow any Recommendatory Statutes 
There was a proposal to account for the forex derivative transactions as a part of the final 
accounts of the Company. On August 30, 2008, the Institute of Chartered Accountants of 
India (ICAI) stated that the relevant part of the forex transaction should be incorporated in 
that year. An accounting standard was introduced and ICAI stated that it was mandatory to 
implement the same from the year 2011. Instead of waiting for two years, ECC implemented 
it from the year 2008-09 with assistance. While advertising the accounts in the newspapers, 
the Company emphasized this practice first and foremost (though such transactions 
generated a negative impact and depleted Company’s bottom-line). 
 
Institutionalised Risk Management Process 
The CMD of the Company, Mr. Naik, explained the risk management process of the 
Company: “We have a highly institutionalised risk-management process – same for projects 
in India and outside. Our risk-management process goes through four levels of committees. 
Each of our 12 operating companies has a chief executive and their own board. For a small 
project of, say, INR 150-200 crore, the chief executive and his board can decide. When it 
                                                          
20 The Head Office of Larsen & Toubro is located at Mumbai, while the head office of the ECC Division is located in Chennai. 
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gets to INR  500 crore, a central financial officer and the chief risk officer sit for risk review. 
When it goes up to INR 1,000 crore, the president of the division and the group CFO are in 
the committee. And the moment it crosses INR 1,000 crore, I sit in the committee. Over half 
the projects that we bid for are INR 1,000+ crore. We had hiccups in the past, before risk 
management was institutionalised. Seven or eight years ago, our margins were about 4%. In 
the past 5 years we have raised that to 12%.”21 
 
Organisational Strengths with Respect to Shareholders  
 
The top management leaders of the Company are all professionals and not promoters. This 
is one of the greatest strengths of the Company. Unlike many other Indian organisations, the 
Directors hold less than 3% of the Company’s shares. The VP (FAA) stated: “We are totally 
professional. The vision of L&T states: foster the culture of trust and continuous learning 
while meeting the expectations of the employees, stakeholders, and society. That’s the 
importance they are being given. The top management is committed to these organisational 
values.”22 
 
The Head (POD) shared the example of the principles of the founders Mr. Holck Larsen and 
Mr. Soren Toubro by stating: “Both Mr. Larsen and Mr. Toubro never wanted to and never 
did own any shares of L&T since they were owners of the company. When they passed away, 
they only had some double digit number of shares in their name which is just incidental. For 
all practical purposes, they never owned any shares. That is something I always quote in my 
sessions and call it ‘Standing Tall’ which is incidentally the name of a book written on 
L&T.”23 
 
Responses to the Executive Perception Survey on the Shareholders 
 
The responses to the Executive Perception Survey from the Company indicate the following 
to be its Strengths with respect to Shareholders (in order of importance as identified by the 
respondents): 
 
Business Excellence. The organisation aims at achieving professional excellence in all its 
undertakings. 
 
Shareholder Wealth/Value Maximisation. The primary aim of the organisation is 
“shareholder wealth/value maximization.” 
 
Corporate Citizenship. The organisation endeavours to be acknowledged as a responsible 
Corporate Citizen in the business world. 
 
Organisational Areas of Improvement with Respect to Shareholders 
 
The major areas of improvement include: 
 
Greater Allocation for CSR Initiatives 
According to the VP (FAA): “There are many organisations which adopt a village or undertake 
specific projects for women where in a village or town. They can be educated, and are given 
some employment. Even tree plantations, health awareness programmes, blood donation 
camps, eye camps, etc could be stated in greater detail. While there is a mention of this in 
the Annual Report, there could be a greater focus on such initiatives. There could also be 
                                                          
21 Restructuring has been a way of life. Business World, August 10, 2009. 
22 Personal Interview on May 30, 2008. 
23 Personal Interview on May 30, 2008. 
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greater allocation of profits for such initiatives. However, we are already participating in such 
activities whenever the need arises. When there is an earthquake or a major accident, we go 
there and help the people.”24 Since it is mandatory, the CSR-related initiatives are stated in 
the Annual Report. However, in the opinion of the VP (FAA), there is scope for improvement 
in this area as well.  
 
Dividends Payout  
Another area of observation could be the Dividend Payout. During the period March 2005 to 
March 2009, the Dividend Payout decreased from 1375% to 525%. However in actual 
terms, the dividend increased from Rs. 357.21 crores to Rs. 614.97 crores.25 
 
Rising Interest Rates 
Engineering and construction companies are facing pressure on their earnings due to the 
high interest rates on working capital. L&T’s interest costs increased more than three-fold in 
the first 6 months of FY2009, which had an impact on its profit before tax (PBT).26 
 
Responses to the Executive Perception Survey on the Shareholders 
The responses to the Executive Perception Survey from the Company indicate the following 
to be its Areas of Improvement with respect to Shareholders (in order of importance as 
identified by the respondents): 
 Triple Bottom-line Reporting. The organisation can be seriously engaged in high 
quality “Triple Bottom Line” (dealing with the 3 dimensions – economic, social, and 
environmental) initiatives and reporting.  
 
 Information Dissemination. There is a greater scope for sharing detailed, periodic, 
and pertinent information with its shareholders. 
 
Government Management: An Introduction 
 
 
For any corporation, the Government is an important stakeholder. This is especially true in 
the highly regulated and complex construction industry in India. For L&T, the Government is 
an important stakeholder for two reasons. Firstly, it is an important regulatory authority and 
lawmaker on vital labour, reporting, and environmental issues which are crucial in its regular 
projects. Secondly, the Government of India and the different State Governments are very 
important customers for L&T as almost three-fourths of its projects are undertaken by the 
                                                          
24 Personal Interview on May 30, 2008. 
25 Based on the information provided in the Capitaline Company Reports. 
26 Based on the information provided in the Datamonitor Company Report dated December 11, 2008. 
The Company’s Philosophy on Corporate Governance 
The Company's essential character revolves around values based on 
transparency, integrity, professionalism and accountability. At the highest level, 
the Company continuously endeavours to improve upon these aspects on an 
ongoing basis and adopts innovative approaches for leveraging resources, 
converting opportunities into achievements through proper empowerment and 
motivation, fostering a healthy growth and development of human resources to 
take the Company forward.                             — Larsen & Toubro’s Annual Report 
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Company for the Government and Government-owned institutions. Hence, catering to the 
needs of this stakeholder is important for the Company.  
 
Based on discussions with the President, former Deputy Managing Director, and the Vice 
President of Finance, Accounts & Administration, a list of the each of these factors (i.e., 
Needs, Constraints, Alterables, Strengths, and Areas of Improvement (with respect to the 
Government Stakeholder) has been separately identified. 
 
Needs of the Government 
 
 
The Government expects corporate payments in the forms of direct and indirect taxes. This 
is a very important need of the Government. There is yet another need with respect to the 
government, especially in India. With respect to the Indian construction industry, companies 
have to follow and fulfill 65-70 Acts. Describing how each of these are interrelated and 
complex, the VP (FAA) explained: “Suppose we are doing the quarrying of a mine. We have to 
have proper licenses and have to take appropriate care to store the blasting material. Even 
for the movement of the vehicles, we have to take care of the RTO (Road Transport Office) 
formalities. Insurance has to be taken so that in case any mishap happens on site, the 
welfare of the concerned workmen is taken care of and the organisation doesn’t suffer any 
loss on account of that. Labour laws at site have to be followed. Industrial relationships have 
to be maintained without disturbing the general public. These are mostly related to the 
prescribed procedures of the government which we have to comply with. On the site we have 
to provide for the crèche for the babies of the workmen. There are so many such rules and 
regulations which we have to follow.”27 
 
Constraints/Challenges of the Company 
 
Time consuming governmental procedures are a constraint. Stating ECC’s philosophy with 
regard to this constraint the VP (FAA) said, “We ensure that in spite of the time consuming 
nature of the procedures, we still abide by them. This is one reason why people say that L&T 
is a costly company. We have to take care of all these expenses. There are many 
                                                          
27 Personal Interview on May 30, 2008. 
Top Management Said… 
 
“Government is very important because you are running under the overall 
administration of the government. The government has its policies and for various 
reasons is getting elected. And they run their administration through well-
selected officials. So one must be in tune with what they want. But at the same 
time, it is good to keep a little balance relationship with them. One cannot 
become a conduit for making extra money especially for political leaders and 
masters. Without doing such things you can be a support for the political 
leadership.”       
— Former Deputy Managing Director, Larsen & Toubro Ltd. 
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organisations who may say that I will do the job at 90% of what L&T does. But then they 
might follow short-cut methods. We don’t follow such methods and would not like to.”28 
 
Alterables / Noteworthy Practices for the Government 
 
 
 
The following describe practices at ECC which are in accordance with the President’s 
message. 
 
Compliance with Governmental Policies 
Sometimes there are situations where compliance with a particular act would lead to a 
certain amount of outflow and that would hit a company’s bottom line. This would lead to 
poor returns to the shareholders. In such a case, some companies would try to avoid 
compliance and try to find some mechanism to have that outflow minimised. There are 
some agencies which help in this regard by incurring some expense. There are many who 
succumb to this shortcut and reduce the outflow. But the VP (FAA) asserted that L&T does 
not indulge in such unethical practices. It does not resort to short-cuts. It complies with 
governmental policies. Though, on occasion, there could be certain delays in compliance 
due to unavoidable circumstances.  
 
 
Provident Fund Compliance 
For anyone who has worked for more than 30 days, the Company may have to make a 
Provident Fund (PF) cut from his/her salary. The employees may not want this deduction as 
it reduces their net paychecks. However, the employee may not realise that the Company is 
also contributing an equivalent 10% and depositing the amount in a fund so that when (s)he 
retires, the PF amount would be received by that employee. However, the employee may not 
be willing to wait for that long as a 10% deduction on a salary of Rs. 100 would reduce a 
substantial amount from his/her salary. ECC has close to 3-4 lakh29 labourers working for its 
division. The Company monitors the entire PF for all those people. Each worker has been 
given a passbook where his or her earnings can be recorded as well as that employee’s and 
the Company’s respective contributions towards the same. This latter sum represents the 
amount contributed by the employee’s immediate employer (the sub-contractor). ECC is 
gradually developing a system where the worker directly receives the amount of the PF 
which can then be claimed from the PF office through the passbook system. In spite of this 
sizeable task, the Company is trying to incorporate this procedure into its usual operations. 
The VP (FAA) described: “I can say that more or less in this regard we have taken care of all 
                                                          
28 Personal Interview on May 30, 2008. 
29 1 lakh – 100,000. 
Top Management Said… 
 
“We must ensure that whatever rules prescribed by the government must be 
meticulously followed. Every statutory stipulation has some logic and 
background. We feel that we should be law-abiding and not flout any law. At L&T 
we don’t want to bend anything in this respect.” 
 
— President, ECC Division, Larsen & Toubro Ltd. 
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the workers. In spite of their unwillingness and in spite of it being a cost for us, we are taking 
care of all this.”30  
 
Indirect Taxes Formula 
For many decades, the construction industry was totally exempted from any sales tax levies. 
However, in 1984, the government introduced the rule that the construction business would 
also be subject to the assessment of sales tax. The VP (FAA) stated that it was ECC that 
provided the formula for calculation of tax in the construction industry: “For example, if you 
raise a building, how do you value how much is the material, how much are the services, 
how much has been incurred on labour and how much on converting the material to make it 
usable for the construction purpose? So we have worked out a formula which is working and 
has been accepted for the construction industry even today.”  
 
Legal Department 
The Legal Department at ECC extends advice and legal services to all the operational heads, 
business units, regions, overseas establishments, and also to the various joint venture 
companies on: 
 Procurement and drafting transactions; 
 Drafting, vetting, and preparation of various contract documents including project 
finance deals and risk management; 
 Formulation claims and dispute avoidance; 
 Dispute resolution, adjudication, arbitration, and conciliation; 
 Legal and commercial issues of contract management and industrial relations; 
and 
 Changes in legislation, statutory rules and regulations, and judicial precedents set 
by courts.31 
 
Organisational Strengths with Respect to Government/Regulatory 
Authorities 
 
In the opinion of the VP (FAA), the Company has a proven track record of compliance and 
transparency. It has in place appropriate systems and procedures to facilitate this. This is a 
major strength of the organisation with respect to the government stakeholder which 
expects that such mechanisms ought to be in place. Even the credit ratings of L&T with 
respect to Fixed Deposits, Debt Programmes, Non-convertible Debentures, Short-term 
Debts, and like instruments are very high. Many of the instruments are rated at the “AAA” 
                                                          
30 Personal Interview on May 30, 2008. 
31 Based on the information provided in Landmarks (2007-2008), published by Corporate Communications Dept., L&T–ECC, 
Chennai. 
Top Management Said… 
 
“We have a basic discipline that we will not indulge in any corruption.”  
 
— President, ECC Division, Larsen & Toubro 
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level (AAA instruments are judged to offer the highest safety of timely payment of interest 
and principal).32 
 
The Government is one of ECC’s major customers. The Company’s management asserts that 
ECC makes things which make India proud. The earlier logo of the Company which 
highlighted this sentiment was “Builders to the Nation.” Nearly 70-75% of ECC’s work is 
commissioned by the Government. With respect to international projects, ECC produces 
most of its work for the Government of UAE. In India, most of its work is for Public Sector 
Undertakings33 like the Oil and Natural Gas Commission (ONGC), Indian Oil Corporation 
(IOC), Bharat Heavy Electricals Ltd. (BHEL), state electricity boards, National Highway 
Authority of India (NHAI), Airports Authority of India (AAI), and similar agencies. Contributing 
to nation-building and participating and facilitating the completion of projects of national 
significance and importance are considered by the Company as its main strength. 
  
Many times important Government projects have to be completed in very short time periods. 
Highlighting one such project undertaken by ECC for the Government of Andhra Pradesh, the 
former Dy. MD commented: “The political leadership wants some immediate project to be 
taken up. For example, the Government of Andhra Pradesh wanted a project to be taken up 
for the Tirumala Hills34. The then Chief Minister of Andhra Pradesh, Mr. Chandra Babu 
Naidu, telephoned me one morning and said that the temple atop the hill does not have 
more than two months water and as a result all pilgrims will get affected and that you must 
immediately help. Normally it takes a year to do such a project. However, we went to his help 
and found a solution. We said that 60 days is impossible but would probably try to complete 
in 90 days. We combined the efforts of the other contractors and also invited other 
politicians including the opposition because it is the state requirement that the public be 
taken care of. The Opposition Parties also provided support and we finished the project in a 
record time of 77 days. And the then Prime Minister of India, Mr. Atal Bihari Vajpayee, came 
to Tirumala and appreciated how well this project was done. And we attribute that if this 
could be achieved, it is God’s grace and not just our efforts. So it is such an impossible task 
but it happened. Similarly is the case with the Sri Sathya Sai Super Specialty Hospitals35 at 
Puttaparthi36 and Bangalore37 and the Sri Sathya Sai Drinking Water Supply Projects38 in the 
Districts of Anantapur, Medak, Mahbubnagar, East and West Godavari, and also to the city 
                                                          
32 Based on the Capitaline Database Company Report – Information dated May 25, 2009. 
33 Public Sector Undertakings or PSUs are organisations unique in the Indian context. These have been set up by the Government 
of India in crucial industry categories where private investment may not be easily forthcoming primary because of the heavy 
investment involved and also because of the long gestation periods. The PSUs also have social objectives such as providing 
secured employment opportunities. Because of the protection they enjoy from the government and lack of competition, some of 
the PSUs have not been performing at optimal levels and some have also incurred heavy losses. On the other hand, there are 
many PSUs which have adopted modern management practices and have initiated benchmark practices with respect to multiple 
stakeholders. 
34 A highly revered Hindu Shrine in South India. 
35 These are world class institutes of higher medical sciences providing tertiary level medical care absolutely free of cost to the 
patients 
36 Inaugurated by Prime Minister of India, Mr. P.V. Narasimha Rao, on November 22, 1991; details can be accessed at 
http://psg.sssihms.org.in/ 
37 Inaugurated by Prime Minister of India, Mr. Atal Bihari Vajpayee, on January 19, 2001; details can be accessed at 
http://wfd.sssihms.org.in/.  
38 The largest drinking water supply projects undertaken by a non-governmental organisation in the world; details can be 
accessed at http://www.srisathyasai.org.in/pages/service_projects/anantapur.htm.  
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of Chennai. Many times it appears that things are happening on their own, but God’s grace 
is always needed for accomplishment of any task.”39  
 
Responses to the Executive Perception Survey on the Government 
 
The responses to the Executive Perception Survey from the Company indicate the following 
to be its Strengths with respect to Government (in order of importance as identified by the 
respondents): 
 
 Spirit of Law. The respondents opine that the organisation sincerely abides by all the 
laws and regulations of the government both in letter and spirit.  
 
 Tax Payment. The respondents assert that the organisation gives high priority to 
contributing its share to the national exchequer in the form of taxes and other social 
or governmental dues.  
 
 Policy-Making. The policy initiatives of the Company are based on cordial relations 
with the Government, chambers of commerce, and policy-influencing bodies like CII, 
FICCI, and ASSOCHAM. 
 
Organisational Areas of Improvement with Respect to the Government 
 
The areas of improvement with respect to the Government are similar to those identified 
with respect to the shareholders. These include the need for detailed CSR Reporting beyond 
the requirements of the annual report and also a need for providing for greater allocation for 
CSR projects.  
 
Responses to the Executive Perception Survey on the Government 
 
The responses to the Executive Perception Survey from the Company indicate the following 
to be its Areas of Improvement with respect to Government (in order of importance as 
identified by the respondents): 
 
 National Priorities. The respondents opine that the objectives of the organisation can 
be formulated so as to be in consonance with broad national priorities.40 
  
 Joint Activities. The organisation can share its facilities and skills (R&D facilities, 
management expertise, etc.) for government-sponsored social initiatives (such as 
literacy drives, medical camps, village adoption, etc).  
 
 Participation. The organisation can have a greater representation on critical advisory 
bodies, commissions, and think tanks. 
 
Reflections 
 
By undertaking the above-mentioned analysis (based on the Needs, Constraints, Alterables, 
Strengths, and Areas of Improvement), greater visibility of the Shareholder and Government-
related issues of the organisation can be highlighted for appropriate organisation-wide and 
industry-specific interventions.  
 
                                                          
39 Personal Interview on October 25, 2009. 
40 This is an important point to note that though most of the projects undertaken by ECC are of national importance, the Company 
executives who have responded to the Survey consider this as an area of improvement. 
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Governance in corporate organisations should have a balance of the letter of law and its 
spirit. Such an approach would be beneficial to corporate organisations in their own long-
term interest. This case highlights some of the initiatives undertaken by Larsen & Toubro 
and its ECC Division with special focus on the Shareholders and Government.  
 
The Company has in place a number of well-monitored processes and has also been 
attempting to be above industry standards in terms of its reporting and accounting practices 
and their presentation. ECC’s concern for its employees and the local community and 
society at large is visible through its initiatives. The top priority accorded by the Company to 
certain projects of national and social importance irrespective of the returns from the same, 
reveals the Company’s holistic approach to business and its commitment to nation-building. 
The opinions expressed by the senior management of the organisation also clarify the 
management’s philosophy and approach on important issues relating to these stakeholders. 
From the issues discussed through this case study, it can be said that the Company is an 
example of Good Governance and Business Ethics. 
 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Appalachian Farmers: Building Value from 
Values  
 
Introduction 
 
Make no mistake — Appalachia is plagued by poverty and economic dependence overall, yet 
Appalachian farmers in Southeast Ohio are leaders in the locally-sourced food movement. In 
the current global food economy, 1% of food consumed is grown locally. However, the rural 
Appalachia area produces 2.5% to 3% of food consumed, which is considered progressive 
(Bosserman, 2009). This group of 
leaders is comprised largely of people 
born into a family of farmers, or college 
graduates who began a career in 
agriculture. The highly successful, yet 
diverse, farming leaders share a 
common trait: they are driven by their 
values. While the values of these farmers 
are not all the same, such as would be 
the case in a religious group, they share 
common principles. These themes range 
from cultivating the land similarly to 
honoring the farming methods previous 
generations used (thus honoring 
heritage) to ceasing reliance on 
corporate agribusinesses to supply our grocery stores. These collective values were echoed 
by one farmer when he remarked, In your general life, do you recycle? Do you try not to 
waste? Don’t dump gas down the drain. Don’t throw bottles out the window. Try not to drive 
as much. Try to buy locally. Use your common sense, folks. What is good for you and good 
Natalie Shubert, Ph.D. Ana L. Rosado Feger, Ph.D. Amy Taylor-Bianco, Ph.D. 
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for everyone? Because you’re living and your kids and your grandkids are going to be living 
here, too.    
 
Collective Values 
 
While we know that other social institutions are strong enough to bring together and 
organize a group of people, the most famous of which is religion, we are finding groups of 
people who share extremely strong values without a specific institution to help them unite. 
The common factor uniting the farmers, community members, and business owners is good 
food that is also good for the environment. Appalachian farmers are also brought together 
because they face similar obstacles. The size of land parcels and tracts is small and 
inconsistent when compared to the large American farms of the Midwest plains. In 
attempting to grow food in Appalachia, much of the machinery and equipment used is both 
quite old and smaller in scale than what is typically manufactured today.  It is not 
uncommon for farmers to work together 
to buy equipment and to share it. 
 
In the local informal Appalachian food 
economy then, we found shared values 
based on food quality and respect for 
the environment.  These shared values 
led to the sharing of resources which in 
turn feeds and strengthens the shared 
values. 
 
This manuscript examines the values-
based leadership of an unwittingly 
complex rural Appalachian community 
determined to create a sustainable local 
food economy.1 We wanted to know what rural Appalachian farmers can teach us about 
values-based management. As suspected, there was a lot we could learn. While the authors 
have now spent many years in Appalachia, regions or origin are divergent (one hails from a 
large Midwestern farm and another from a major metropolitan city). We instinctively knew 
there were lessons to be learned here that appeared to be absent in our prior experiences. 
There were lessons here that our business and other students would have trouble finding in 
textbooks and other traditional places.  We began our research with the question of what 
local farmers and the informal Appalachian food economy they helped to create could teach 
us about values-based leadership.  
 
Methodology 
 
The primary observations made occurred during an intense ten-month period of 
ethnographic data collection. Data was collected through participant observations, 
photography, and formal interviews with farmers, business owners, entrepreneurs, and 
community members. Conclusions were drawn about the values motivating these farming 
families to process and practice change leadership to create a more sustainable food 
system which benefits the health of the community. The result of their efforts is a local food 
system utilized by families, community members, practitioners, and scholars.  
 
                                                          
1 For the purposes of this project, a local food economy is defined as no more than a 250 mile distance from earth to mouth.   
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What we observed is that various community members, farmers, and business owners in 
this rural Appalachian area serve the community as leaders of sustainability in several ways. 
In addition to operating their own successful agricultural ventures, these leaders are found 
educating the public, creating economic opportunities for farmers, helping non-farmers 
enter the agriculture business, and establishing a sustainable community-business 
infrastructure. 
 
Advancing a Sustainable Local Food Economy  
 
Farmers are at the forefront of creating a sustainable local food economy in Appalachia. The 
politics of food these days are such that farming is no longer simply the act of growing and 
harvesting. The mythic perceptions of the simple agrarian lifestyle (Rushing, 1983) or that of 
a “dumb farmer” are anachronistic, and earning a living by farming has become more 
difficult without diversifying crops or joining corporate agriculture. Having farmers willing to 
share their experiences, offer advice to help others enter the farming occupation, and 
ultimately become more sustainable, are the first steps required to increase the number of 
farmers who support local food economies.  
 
The roles of the individual farmer and the food leaders in this informal economy are defined 
by the perception of what “good” food is. A central focal point of sustainability in this rural 
Appalachian community is a local eatery which operates with the clear mission of 
independence and sustainability: We do not participate in corporate agribusiness that 
destroys our access to real food. Compare be wise. Get real. Celebrate your power to change 
the world every time you pick up a fork. “Good” food at the Town Café is clearly advertised 
and communicated to the patrons and community members. A newsletter published by the 
Town Café reported its yearly earnings and broke down the “investments” made in the local 
economy. Defining “good” food as local and free of corporate control, the bakery newsletter 
itemized its yearly business which included, “$43,000 invested in local organic produce. 
$30,000 invested in locally raised pork, beef, lamb, chicken, and eggs. $290,000 total 
investment in local and sustainable food and gifts. $0.00 invested in Wal-Mart, Sysco, GFS, 
Pepsi, Coca-Cola, Altria, or Monsanto.” This newsletter offers transparency and education to 
readers to illustrate the Town Café’s mission and commitment to local food (e.g., good food).  
 
Much like the Town Café, farmers and community members define “good” food in terms of 
local, fresh, ethically-grown, responsibly-produced, environmentally-sound, chemical-free, 
non-GMO, hormone-free, and nutritious. Foods considered “not good” were foods with 
enriched bleached flour, processed with corn syrup, packed in bags and shipped across the 
country, or ripened with the aid of chemicals and gasses during shipping.  
 
Another central community leader in the sustainable food initiative is Mary, a farmer and 
small business owner. Mary described her efforts of helping local populations access “good” 
food and her concerns were rooted in sociological problems, specifically obesity, heart 
disease, and diabetes. Mary’s small business processes and markets locally-grown and 
nutritiously-dense grains and beans. Mary spearheaded a community-wide Food Policy 
Council to bring together parents, business owners, farmers, and concerned individuals who 
wanted to know how they could become involved in strengthening the local food economy.  
 
Another form of emerging leadership is actively creating economic opportunities and 
connecting people physically and mentally to their food. Brad, a family farmer, works with 
neighboring poor people in his county to pick local fruits and nuts from trees grown 
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indigenously in the woods of southeast Ohio. For Brad, this stimulates the local economy in 
two ways: first, because he is locally sourcing his materials and goods to later add value, 
and second, by providing employment for his neighbors. Brad also buys crops such as 
walnuts, from people who have existing walnut trees on their property and who need 
economic opportunities.  While Brad considers himself part of the “local hillbilly economy,” 
Brad and others like him have concentrated their efforts on community-based, sustainable 
food production and are helping others make that vision a reality. As Brad explained: 
 
I’m really interested in community because I feel like sustainability is a community 
concept. You’re not sustainable by yourself. Sustainability is a system, like an eco-
system. And economically, the farmer’s market is a perfect example of a community 
system that’s financial. There’re a lot of really good things that happen when we work 
together. I look at what I do as 
providing jobs and coming up with 
sustainable solutions.  
 
The individuals who support, sustain, 
and sell produce at the local farmers’ 
market serve as the primary leaders of 
public education. Many farmers spend 
equal time selling produce and talking 
to customers. Because of the area 
farmers’ market, more community 
members understand organic 
certification regulations and are 
becoming actively aware of the place of 
origin of their food. John, another family 
farmer, uses the farmers’ market to network with other farmers to share ideas and discuss 
problems and solutions. John encourages people to be involved in their food production, 
whether through gardening or for-profit farming. John explained how he enjoys teaching 
others about farming and helps in any way he can, such as sharing implements or tools to 
help other people plant or harvest food. As John explained, “Teaching is a big thing. If more 
people are educated about where their food is coming from, then there will be a lot more 
small farmers.”  
 
Growers who sell directly to customers at 
farmers’ markets take home a greater 
percentage of the profit than growers 
involved in the large nationwide food 
system due to removing processors, 
distributors, and retailers. As Brad 
explained,  
 
If you can be the farmer who does the 
value-added processing and you sell direct 
to the customer, that’s where the farmers’ 
market is so awesome because you’re 
getting the best deal, and also, the 
customers are getting the best deal 
because they’re getting the highest quality 
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products at pretty reasonable prices. There’s an instinctive need to get some real food 
here. And people want to get farmers around them. It’s like a survival type of thing. They 
realize we can’t just be trucking all this stuff around forever. I think that’s where farmers 
and farmers’ markets can help; that whole idea of community food security.  
 
Symbiotic Development 
 
The interdependent nature of food systems complicates the independent nature of farmers. 
In order for there to be independence from national food chains, the farmers and community 
members need each other, thus making food a very interdependent variable of community. 
Key leaders throughout the community ensure customers for locally-grown produce. Farmers 
work with sustainable restaurants to project next year’s consumption, and the business 
owners create additional outlets to augment the farmers’ customer base.  
 
In a rural area with agricultural diversity, leaders work together to support each other. The 
diverse population and cultures combine to create a community that welcomes diverse 
perspectives and alternative farming practices. Many farmers and business owners 
referenced an older man who recently passed away. This man served as an initial leader of 
change by teaching and introducing alternative farming practices to current farmers. The 
support in the town to help new farmers start up is tremendous, and through this support 
and leadership, sustainable food economies are made possible. While there is a great deal 
of poverty here in rural Appalachia, the values-based leadership here has caused the 
community to draw on their natural resources and learn to grow more of their food locally 
than is grown locally in most places in the nation.   
 
Lessons Learned 
 
We, as the authors, consider ourselves scholars who get their hands dirty. We have personal 
gardens at our homes. We see this research as the utmost applied form of scholarship; our 
focus on values-based leadership and thus values-based farming influences the academy as 
well as our own personal grocery shopping choices. As the local food economy in Appalachia 
and others across the country start to develop and emerge, we apply leadership theories for 
direction and wisdom on how other geographic locales interested in achieving food 
sustainability can jumpstart and streamline community leadership (Darnhofer, 2009; Ikerd, 
2005). The values we hold as scholars are very similar to the values held by the farmers in 
Appalachia. Our goal is to leave a world for our children better than how we found it.  
 
We have gained significant insight from Appalachian farmers and the informal Appalachian 
food economy they helped to create and sustain.  Our academic and practical knowledge 
were expanded. We know from our academic lives that scholars of values-based leadership 
(Burke, 2009; McGregor, 1960; O’Toole, 1995) put forward the theory that leading change 
to achieve more sustainable business practices requires certain types of values. In order to 
develop more sustainable business practices, we need more sustainable economic and 
societal leadership. Appalachian farmers in rural Appalachian Ohio are practicing such 
leadership. 
 
One of the interesting observations we made about this community of farmers is that there 
is not a single, recognizable “leader” acknowledged as the primary authority.  As needs have 
emerged over time, different individuals have volunteered to fulfill leadership roles.  This 
economic ecosystem is not a hierarchy, but a fluid exchange of power and resources, 
characterized by situational leaders. This system allows individuals to lead in areas that 
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reflect their personal strengths, while knowing they are supported by others to mitigate their 
relative weaknesses.  
 
Conclusion 
 
The research on sustainability is evolving at a lightning-fast pace. We have so many more 
questions to ask and conversations to have about what drives the goals of farmers and how 
their leadership styles impact the local community (academic) as well as how we get the 
local food available for purchase in more grocery stores (practical). The desire for 
sustainably-grown food is finally parallel to increased profits and economic growth. Small-
scale farming is not a highly lucrative occupation, but the shared values of this close-knit 
group of entrepreneurs have allowed them to create a viable local food supply chain that 
retains a higher percentage of the value created using the region’s resources within the 
pockets of the local population.      
 
Especially within Appalachia, this is something we can cheer about.  
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Secrets of Your Leadership 
Success – The 11 
Indispensable E’s of a 
Leader 
 
 
 
 
We Have Everything within Us 
 
Everyone craves success. However, success comes at a cost. Success comes when you 
sweat hard in the trenches.  Success comes when you struggle when the rest of the world 
sleeps. Success comes when you sacrifice. Success comes when you don’t give up, but 
rather lead from the front.   
 
Why do some people succeed while some fail in their lives? It is very simple. People fail 
because they make mistakes which they never rectify. In contrast, some people succeed 
because they have access to the right tools and know the proper techniques, secrets, and 
strategies to succeed. Successful people work harder, smarter, and wiser with passion, 
perseverance, and persistence.  
 
Some people don’t realize their hidden potential. When they realize their hidden potential, it 
is often too late to act.  Some people don’t try at all to achieve success as they get 
complacent with what they have and where they are. Some people try and fail and don’t try 
again. The truth in life is that there are no failures, but only lessons.  Remember we all have 
huge potential within us. Wilma Rudolph rightly said, “Never underestimate the power of 
dreams and the influence of the human spirit. We are all the same in this notion: The 
potential for greatness lives within 
each of us.”   
 
Everything is there in our minds. We 
must break our mental barriers and 
limitations. At times, people are beset 
with their preconceived mindset which 
might have developed due to their 
past failures or setbacks. At times, the 
pre-conceived mindset may become a bottleneck for further endeavors. 
 
Sun Tzu and Success 
 
Every human being likes to be noticed. Everyone wants to be liked and appreciated by 
others. As William James surmised, “The deepest human need is the need to be 
appreciated.” This need motivates people to strive for success throughout their lives. It 
“If you trust in yourself, and believe in your 
dreams, and follow your star... you will still 
be beaten by people who spent their time 
working hard, and learning things and 
weren’t so lazy.”  ─ Terry Prattchet  
M.S.Rao, Ph.D. 
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generates enthusiasm and forces people to follow uncharted paths. It compels them to risk 
all to attain their objectives. However, very people realize their goals and achieve success 
while the majority fail and fall aside in the race towards success. In this regard, let us see 
success from the perspective of Sun Tzu, the Chinese philosopher and author who wrote the 
book, The Art of War, 2500 years ago.  
 
According to Sun Tzu,1 there are not more than five musical notes, yet the combination of 
these five give rise to more melodies than can ever be heard. There are not more than five 
primary colors: blue, yellow, red, white, and black. There are not more than five cardinal 
tastes: sour, acrid, salt, sweet, and bitter. Yet combinations of them yield more flavors than 
can ever be tasted (Clavell, James, Forward to The Art of War). Similarly, when you blend 
your inherent talents with various permutations and combinations you create more new 
talents. When you combine these talents with the skills that you acquire through reading, 
training, observation, learning, and practice, you can achieve your leadership success.   
 
The five elements — water, fire, wood, metal, and earth — are not always equally 
predominant; the four seasons make way for each other in turn. There are short days and 
long; the moon has its periods of waning and waxing. Similarly, life is all full of peaks and 
valleys, ups and downs, and success and failures. People must learn how to harness their 
energies for achieving comprehensive success in their lives. They must learn to adjust their 
sails to accommodate the changing winds and move forward towards the destination of 
success.   
 
Tips to Unlock Your Hidden Potential 
 
Winston Churchill once said, “Continuous effort — not strength or intelligence — is the key 
to unlocking our potential.” Unlocking your hidden potential helps you boost your self-
confidence and self-esteem, culminating in your leadership success. Here are tips to unlock 
your hidden potential: 
 
 Believe in yourself. 
 When others can do, why not you? 
 Apply focused and sustained efforts and energies to unlock your hidden potential 
automatically. 
 Work hard, smartly, and wisely to tap your hidden potential. 
 Don’t compare yourself with others as this is nothing but insulting, self-deprecation. 
However, you can monitor yourself to check on your progress and growth regularly. 
 Blend your inborn talents with cultivated skills and abilities to reveal your capabilities. 
 Share your knowledge with others as knowledge grows when shared. 
 
Michael J. Gelb reveals in his research that you begin learning in the womb and continue 
learning until the end of the moment of your death. Your brain has a capacity for learning 
that is virtually limitless, making every human a potential genius. Therefore, we need to 
dismantle our mental barriers and limitations to strive towards success. There are no dull 
people in this world. All are active people. But few people keep their mental faculties lying 
dormant. At times, people are more concerned about their weaknesses than their strengths. 
Hence, it is vital to acknowledge opportunities and slough perceived misfortunes.  
 
                                                          
1
 The Art of War by Sun Tzu, Foreword by James Clavell. 
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What is Leadership? 
 
“Leadership is not magnetic personality that can just as well be a glib tongue. It is not 
‘making friends and influencing people,’ — that is flattery. Leadership is lifting a person’s 
vision to higher sights, the raising of a person's performance to a higher standard, the 
building of a personality beyond its normal limitations” (Drucker, Peter F.).  
 
Anything about leadership inspires all. There are number of articles on leadership which are 
accessible globally. It is very interesting to note that people love to read about leadership. 
Leadership is neither a task nor a title — it is a way of life. Leadership is not a badge of 
honor, but an undertaking with responsibility. Leadership is not a popularity contest, but 
involves coping with challenges and changes. It is the process where you convince other 
people to follow you and to do voluntarily what you want them to do. You can handle 
machines easily.  But you cannot handle men and women easily as this interaction involves 
emotions and egos. Therein lies the opportunity to inject the visions and convictions of true 
leaders. Leaders have the uncanny ability to take their followers to uncharted paths; they 
are passionate about their collaborators and goals.  
 
Leadership is the ability and capability to lead from the front despite formidable opposition 
and obstacles. Leadership embraces the act of bringing people together to champion a 
common cause or objective. It is all about setting the goals, influencing the people, forming 
teams based on competencies and qualifications, strengths and weaknesses. In this 
process, the leader motivates his or her constituents by allaying their apprehensions, if any, 
and aligning their energies and efforts towards achieving organizational goals. In the event 
of success, the leader acknowledges: “We achieved success because of the team behind 
me.” However, concomitant with failure, the leader will understand: “It is I who is responsible 
for the failure.” Precisely, the leader spreads the fame in case of successes and takes the 
blame in case of failures.  
 
The 11 Important Keys to Your Leadership Success 
 
There are 11 secrets to your leadership success. They are more than secrets; in fact, they 
are the keys to your leadership success. These keys are 11 E’s that are the quintessential 
ingredients for effective leadership. They help you unlock your hidden leadership potential 
and make you an effective leader. They are: Example, Energy, Enthusiasm, Endurance, 
Emotional Intelligence, Eloquence, Empowerment, Effectiveness, Execution, Excellence, and 
Ethics. Each will be discussed succinctly.  
 
Example 
The first key is leading by example. Mahatma 
Gandhi, Martin Luther King and Mother 
Teresa were effective leaders as they set an 
example for others. These leaders practiced 
what they preached throughout their lives. They have left deep imprints on mankind.  
 
Energy  
The second key to your leadership success is Energy. Every leader must demonstrate a high 
level of energy. Energy does not exclusively refer to physical energy. It includes mental, 
emotional, and spiritual energy. When we analyze leaders like Genghis Khan, Theodore 
“Example is the school of mankind, 
and they will learn at no other.”  
─ Edmund Burke  
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Roosevelt, and Barack Obama, they all exuded much energy. Only when leaders are 
energetic will they be able to energize and influence others.  
 
Enthusiasm 
The third indicator of leadership success is 
Enthusiasm. Enthusiasm refers to interest towards 
one’s own field of concentration. It is different from 
passion. Enthusiasm is contagious. Bo Bennett rightly 
said, “Enthusiasm is excitement with inspiration, 
motivation, and a pinch of creativity.” 
 
Endurance 
The fourth key, Endurance, is the ability to survive 
shocks and setbacks. It is a state of being unruffled 
and undeterred when problems arise due to external 
forces and factors. Leaders should not abandon their 
objectives just because of a few setbacks. They need to demonstrate endurance at all times 
in order to effectively motivate their followers. Alexander the Great demonstrated amazing 
endurance by conquering the world at the age of 32. Samuel Adams, one of the founding 
fathers of America and Sir Earnest Shackleton, the explorer, both represented notable 
historic figures of endurance.   
 
Emotional Intelligence 
 
The fifth element to attaining leadership success is Emotional Intelligence — defined as the 
ability to recognize and understand your moods, emotions, and drives, as well as their effect 
on others. Emotional intelligence involves listening to others, picking up the hidden data of 
communication, acknowledging others’ perceptions, and managing people’s egos and 
emotions. It is the ability and the intelligence to manage the behavior of divergent 
individuals in a group. Research reveals that 80 percent of your leadership success depends 
upon emotional intelligence.  
 
Eloquence 
 
Eloquence is the sixth key to acquiring true leadership. Eloquence involves making one’s 
speech comprehensible to all audiences. Eloquence is about being persuasive, fluent, and 
elegant in your speaking.  Eloquence is articulating your ideas, insights, and thoughts while 
putting others at ease.  It is one of the indisputable ingredients of effective leadership.  
When you study leaders like Woodrow Wilson, Abraham Lincoln, Swami Vivekananda, 
Winston Churchill, Franklin D Roosevelt, Adolph Hitler, Martin Luther King, and John F 
Kennedy — regardless of infamy or political stance — it is very clear that they were all great 
orators who ignited their followers long after their deaths.    
 
Empowerment 
 
The seventh key is Empowerment. Empowerment means relegating powers to your 
collaborators and encouraging them to act independently so that they can learn by trial and 
error and eventually become self-reliant and tenacious. It builds confidence and develops 
competence in them. Over a period of time followers can also excel as leaders. When you 
empower others it indicates that you have confidence in them. It shows that you have trust 
in others. As trust begets trust, empowering others elevates you as a leader.  
 
“Good timber does 
not grow with ease; 
the stronger the 
wind, the stronger 
the trees”  
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Effectiveness 
 
Effectiveness is the eighth key element to 
successful leadership. Effectiveness is all 
about being qualitative in applying your 
efforts and energies.  It is rightly said that 
managers are efficient and leaders are 
effective. This means being thorough in 
planning and execution, thus minimizing 
mistakes.  It is a kind of qualitative and smart work.  In brief, effectiveness is all about doing 
right things rather doing things right.  
 
Execution 
 
The ninth key to your leadership success is Execution.  Execution is a systematic method of 
exposing, understanding, and appreciating the 
ground realities and acting accordingly. It is a 
kind of mission to introduce and implement. It 
helps translate vision into reality and is the link 
between strategy and reality.  It closes the gap 
between the vision and outcomes. Every leader 
must possess this ingredient to enhance his or 
her effectiveness.  
 
Excellence 
 
Excellence represents the tenth key. Leaders 
must excel in their areas in order to command 
respect from their followers. Excellence should 
not be confused with perfection. Excellence 
means being the best. Leaders like to be at their best and they constantly strive for 
delivering the best 
results.  
 
Ethics 
 
Last, but not the least, 
and constituting the 
eleventh and final key in 
the quest for leadership 
success is Ethics. When 
leaders possess all the 
ten E’s and fall short of 
this eleventh element, they are extremely susceptible of falling into the abyss of pseudo 
achievement. The recent global financial turmoil is due to the dearth of ethics in the 
corporate world. Hence, ethics are the backbone of leadership success and effectiveness as 
it builds trust and confidence in others.    
 
Having explored all of the essential ingredients, we can now summarize the definition of 
leadership as follows: 
 
 
 “Effective leadership is not about 
making speeches or being liked; 
leadership is defined by results, not 
attributes.”  
— Peter Drucker 
“I’d rather have a first-rate 
execution and second-rate 
strategy any time than a 
brilliant idea and mediocre 
management”  
“The mind of the superior man is conversant 
with righteousness; the mind of the mean 
man is conversant with gain.”    
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Effective leadership starts with Example and ends with Ethics and imbedded throughout this 
process are the factors of Energy, Enthusiasm, Endurance, Emotional Intelligence, 
Eloquence, Empowerment, Effectiveness, Execution, and Excellence. All are necessary to 
excel as a successful leader.  Any shortcoming or deficiency in any one of these elements 
inevitably creates an imbalance in leadership effectiveness.  
Provided below is a diagram connecting all the 11 E’s required for leadership effectiveness 
and success.  
 
 
Norm Smallwood’s Leadership Code 
 
Norm Smallwood has interpreted all 11 E’s by way of constructing a leadership code 
provided as follows, accompanied by his individual comments: 
 
 
Leadership 
Secrets 
 
Example 
 
Energy 
 
Enthusiasm 
 
Endurance 
 
Emotional 
Intelligence 
 
Eloquence 
 
Empower-
ment 
 
Effective-
ness 
 
Execution 
 
Excellence 
 
Ethics 
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Conclusion 
 
All 11 factors primarily focus on the personal proficiency domain of the Leadership Code. 
Personal proficiency underlies effective leadership at every level. Every leader needs to have 
the 11 E’s in order to deal with the daily demands of various stakeholders. 
 
 
11 E’s of Successful Leadership Code Domain 
Example Personal Proficiency 
Energy Personal Proficiency 
Enthusiasm Personal Proficiency 
Endurance Personal Proficiency 
Emotional Intelligence Personal Proficiency 
Eloquence Personal Proficiency 
Excellence Personal Proficiency 
Ethics Personal Proficiency 
Empowerment Talent Manager 
Execution Executor 
Effectiveness Strategist 
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Introduction 
 
Given the ever-growing crises in the world today, perhaps there’s no better 
time to point to the long-denied dysfunctionality of many of our modern 
organizations. Politicians locked in gridlock, nations teetering on the edge of 
bankruptcy, the “global commons” under threat, and terrorism are just 
some of the manifestations of the dysfunction we see in the news daily. Not 
only are most of our social systems ineffective, some are actually generating 
results contrary to their original purpose.  
 
Remember — organizations were created to serve us and make our lives 
easier. Otherwise, why would we have created them? Yet so many people 
feel more like slaves to these organizational systems than masters of them. So how could this 
change? How can we restore full functionality and consciousness to our organizations so we are 
able to prevent a global economic meltdown? How can we regain mastery over our organizations so 
they serve us and not the other way round?   
 
The Learning Organization 
 
Sloan Management School’s Peter Senge popularized the term “The Learning Organization” when 
he published the bestselling business book The Fifth Discipline in 1990. The term embodied the 
A commitment to being a conscious person is       
lifelong. Leading “the committed life” means 
constant vigilance, impeccable discernment, 
and an ongoing willingness to continuously 
examine oneself, one’s values, and one’s 
relationships   to oneself, to others, and to the 
world. Living this sort of self-examined life is 
what brings meaning and worth, for the 
individual as well as the organization, 
reminding us of Socrates’ statement that “the 
unexamined life is not worth living.” 
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ideal that companies shift from a know-it-all environs to a culture of willingness and pragmatism. 
The popularity of this idea grew partially out of the tremendous acceleration of new technologies, 
ever quickening flow of information, and increasing obsolescence of yesterday’s wisdom. It also 
came at a time when many companies were beginning to realize they’d become complacent and 
were losing their competitive edge. This wakeup call contributed to the receptivity for such a new 
idea. 
 
Organizations around the world now strive to model themselves around this learning organization 
concept. Thousands of consultants, in-house and external, have become specialists in the process. 
It is now a well-accepted philosophy for any thriving enterprise and an accepted mainstream 
subject in business academe. 
 
The ideal learning organization includes a workforce that is constantly acquiring knowledge, 
receptive to new ideas, prepared to change its operations, and ready to implement new and better 
practices. Corporate cultures embracing this philosophy have committed themselves to an open-
minded way of working collectively. The learning organization was a vast improvement over the 
immutable, unflinching organization that was wholly unprepared for reform as the Information Age 
rapidly made advancements. Nevertheless, it failed to exemplify the ultimate organizational design 
suited for the “Age of Consciousness” that British futurist Peter Russell predicted would arrive 
sometime between 2010 and 2020 in his 1980’s book, The Global Brain.   
 
Humanistic psychologist and motivation scholar, Abraham Maslow, postulated that it was man’s 
nature to be discontent – what he called his “Grumble Theory.” Most famous for his “Hierarchy of 
Needs” which declares that self-actualization is a state sought by all human beings once they have 
satisfied the more basic needs of survival, sexual gratification, and belonging, Maslow emphasized 
our urgent inclination to achieve higher levels of consciousness — and ultimately, self-actualization.  
 
As people evolve toward self-actualization and become more conscious beings, there is a 
concurrent need for our organizations to follow suit. As this evolving process becomes more widely 
recognized and people continue on their individual paths of self-actualization, the enterprises, 
institutions, and companies within which human beings come together to work will need to change 
dramatically. If they don't, the fate of these organizations is simple. They will not survive. People 
who are becoming self-actualized will no longer want to work in them. 
 
The Conscious Organization 
 
Building upon the learning organization concept, I developed the idea of the “Conscious 
Organization” in the late 1990s.  The conscious organization possesses very low tolerance for 
unconsciousness behavior, such as idle gossip, rumors, office politics, breaches of ethics, 
addictions of all sorts, and other symptoms of organizational bureaucracy and incompetency.  
People working in conscious organizations possess the collective will to be vigilant about matters 
that might fester under the surface of awareness or otherwise go unnoticed in organizations that do 
not embody this commitment in their cultures.  
 
Whenever an unconscious element of a conscious organization’s culture is recognized, a rallying cry 
emanates and the organization’s resources are marshaled toward “cleaning up” that area much 
like the human body's immune system rallies itself for any invading infection or toxic agent. Instead 
of being tolerated or temporarily placated, these “toxic agents” are purposefully and vigilantly 
sought out and transformed. 
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Becoming conscious is becoming aware of something and then acting responsibly in light of the 
new awareness. It is not synonymous with awareness alone, as some dictionaries state. 
Responsible action is another element of human consciousness. Responsible action does not 
mean acting compulsively or reactively. It means choosing consciously, resulting in the least 
number of unintended consequences.  
 
The conscious organization is a group of people who are constantly examining their individual and 
collective consciousness. By definition, this makes the conscious organization a work-in-progress. 
People who like certainty and familiarity may not be comfortable 
in a conscious organization.   
 
While there may be some entities which can be transformed 
into conscious organizations, I suspect most will need to be 
replaced. After all, some of these dysfunctional dinosaurs are 
just too big and too dysfunctional. It would be far easier (and 
probably cheaper) to create anew. As visionary inventor 
Buckminster Fuller wrote decades ago, “You never change 
things by fighting existing reality. To change something, build a 
new model that makes the existing model obsolete.” 
 
A Lifelong Commitment 
 
A commitment to being a conscious person is lifelong. Leading 
“the committed life” means constant vigilance, impeccable 
discernment, and an ongoing willingness to continuously 
examine oneself, one’s values, and one’s relationships to 
oneself, to others, and to the world. Living this sort of self-examined life is what brings meaning and 
worth — for the individual as well as the organization — reminding us of Socrates’ statement that 
“the unexamined life is not worth living.” 
 
Since an organization is a collection of individuals who have come together to work for some 
common purpose, an organizational commitment to being conscious requires the same continuous 
exploration and re-examination that is needed to achieve personal consciousness. A company 
wishing to be a conscious organization needs to embrace this commitment to continuous self-
examination as a core ideal throughout its life. 
 
Since the conscious organization is antithetical to a dysfunctional one, its commitment to explore 
any “shadows” that come to light is totally contrary to the less-healthy company which often serves 
as a refuge for co-dependent behaviors. The term “shadow” was coined by psychologist Carl Jung to 
describe some unwanted trait that avoids self-recognition, often leading to acute levels of denial — 
a total unwillingness to see or recognize parts of ourselves we rebuke. There is plenty of evidence 
that today’s organizations are well-populated with shadows and un-evolved egos — the enemies of 
self-actualization. 
 
People working and interacting in a conscious organization are open and willing to discover any 
unconscious patterns and penetrate any barriers they may have that prevent full functionality. 
Having a conscious and healthy relationship with co-workers and the organization’s mission is of 
paramount importance, far more important than any individual’s need to maintain his or her image, 
political advantage, the illusion of control, or remain in denial about something that violates the 
core principles of consciousness.  
 
You never change 
things by fighting 
existing reality. To 
change something, 
build a new model 
that makes the 
existing model 
obsolete. 
— Buckminster Fuller 
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Unlike ambush-like interventions which might occur in some more dysfunctional organizations, 
conscious organizations welcome interventions. They are poised to seize opportunities to jettison 
any behaviors, people, policies, or practices which do not serve the group’s consciousness and, 
thus, the performance of the enterprise.   
 
Conscious organizations are always prepared to rebuke complacency and strive for greater 
awareness and responsible action. They are engaging places to work for people who desire to be 
more conscious themselves and are seeking work environments that energize them. Everybody in a 
conscious organization knows that seeking greater enlightenment    i.e., shining light into the 
shadows and curing any dysfunction before it gains any momentum    is highly valued and takes 
responsibility for calling attention to anything that frustrates its mission. 
 
Conclusion 
 
Our potpourri of global crises can serve us by creating an opportunity for more people to consider a 
new generation of organization. How about you? Are you ready to work in a conscious organization? 
Would you welcome the opportunity to either transform your company or institution or create a new 
one in which shadows are illuminated and dysfunction is cured so the enterprise can become more 
effective and the people more fulfilled? If you embrace this idea, I suggest you start to explore 
options and resources for making such a commitment and implement such a transformation for 
your organization. If the transition is successful, I guarantee it will be worth it.  
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A Lack of Willpower May 
Influence a Leader’s Ability 
to Act Morally 
 
Introduction 
 
Many leaders in business seem to strive to instil true 
moral leadership. There are, however, potential 
professional and personal drawbacks involved with 
assuming a moral stand, including risks affecting 
career, finances, mental wellbeing, and physical health. While many, therefore, regard moral 
considerations in leadership as a test of character, a closer look is warranted. In this article, 
I discuss this symbiotic relationship of principled leadership and individual character and 
propose the more nuanced hypothesis: morality in decision-making is, in many cases, 
certainly a test, but not a test of character per se or even of depth of character, but a test of 
willpower. I argue that it is a leader’s potential lack of willpower that influences his or her 
ability to act morally, rather than defining who they “are” in terms of character traits, virtues, 
and cultural or social breeding. 
 
Acts of leadership have a moral dimension. The readiness to take professional and personal 
risks for the sake of principle is essential for leaders, but experience shows that the 
readiness to take such action for ethical reasons is difficult to inculcate.  Examples of 
unethical activity in the workplace include, inter alia, the poor treatment of employees, 
environmental degradation, fraudulent activities, and the use of flawed business models, 
corruption in business dealings, grey-zoned contractual arrangements, abuse of executive 
pay options, and the use of favouritism for various purposes. One response to confronting 
and exposing unethical behaviours in the workplace lies in the legal subterfuge of whistle-
blowing. Research on whistleblowing presents a frequently studied case with moral 
dimensions. Common consequences of whistleblowing include depression and anxiety, 
feelings of isolation and powerlessness, increased distrust of others, declining physical 
health, financial decline, and familial problems (Rothschild & Miethe, 1999), collectively 
demonstrating the high risks associated with taking ethical stands in the workplace. It is 
therefore safe to argue that leaders who take risks for the sake of ethical principle are 
leaders who must have some kind of moral courage, i.e., an ability to maintain integrity at 
the risk of losing friends, employment, privacy, or prestige (Putnam, 1997).  
 
Morality is obviously, at its most basic level, about choices and how people treat others. 
There is a long philosophical tradition where morality is explained in terms of virtues. Greek 
philosophers Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, Augustine, Aquinas and others enumerated such 
virtues, defining them as positive traits of character. Acting in the best interests of all 
affected stakeholders by carefully weighing competing claims also has a long history in 
philosophical reflection. Philosophers such as Leibniz and Descartes tried to construct a 
moral system free of feelings. Kant argued that “doing the right thing” was a consequence of 
acting rationally, although this conception of morality has lately been contested by findings 
 Tom Karp, Oslo, Norway 
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in neuroscience. When people are confronted with moral dilemmas, the unconscious 
automatically generates emotional reactions (Lehrer, 2009). It is only after these reactions 
result in decision-making that people invent reasons to justify their moral intuition. The 
capacity to make moral decisions is therefore innate. While principled decision-making is 
inherent in most healthy people, psychopaths lack the capacity to empathize with others 
(Rizzolatti et al., 1999). Morality is thus based on reciprocity of respect and espousing a 
sense of fairness as well as on empathy and compassion (de Waal, 2009).  Yet, if human 
beings have an innate capacity for making moral judgments, a capacity based on inherent 
traits, why are moral considerations still difficult to inculcate in leaders? Ostensibly, the 
potential losses and inherent dangers involved are too great to make the ethical decision, 
or, perhaps, the inability to lead in this manner could be a direct result of cowardice…or a 
lack of willpower. 
 
Hypothesis: A Leader’s Capacity for Morality is Dependent upon 
Willpower 
 
Few will contest that a leader’s moral considerations involve potential harms — as do many 
decisions in business and organisational life. Risk in this context is the potential that a 
chosen act of leadership (including the choice of inaction) will lead to a loss or an 
undesirable outcome. Almost any human endeavour carries some risk, although some 
activities are much more perilous than others. As argued above, taking a moral stand from a 
leadership position is potentially risky. Professional losses may include loss of power, status, 
authority, influence, control, acceptance, relationships, alliance partners, and opportunities. 
These losses are linked to deep-seated human needs (Sheldon, 2004; Reiss, 2005) and to a 
person’s personality structure, as well as to important drivers of leadership behaviour (Karp, 
2012). Additionally, such losses may be of a personal nature and include the loss of 
employment, friends, social standing, income, self-worth, and self-esteem — all factors 
linked to a person’s mental wellbeing, identity, and social position. It therefore takes 
courage to exercise moral leadership.  
 
Principled leaders generally experience imperviousness from threat, challenge, or difficulty. 
They are undaunted in their positions and convictions regardless of opposition from 
followers, peers, superiors, customers, or other stakeholders. They need to show 
persistence and complete challenging tasks. Hence, many link a lack of moral behaviour to 
a lack of character, although this is a premise that should be better defined. Character 
consists of personality traits that assist an individual to recognize another’s differences that 
are ingrained as well as those shaped by environmental factors subject to change (Peterson 
& Seligman, 2004). Character is plural and dynamic; it is difficult to talk about as it is unitary 
and categorical, i.e., as if one either has character or not.  
 
Many have discussed the strong bond between character and courage. Courage is a 
character trait and an emotional strength that involves the exercise of will to accomplish 
goals in the face of opposition (Peterson & Seligman, 2004). In one recent study, findings 
indicated a close link between acts of leadership and the exercise of will (Karp, 2012). A 
natural hypothesis is, therefore, that a leader’s capacity to choose the moral decision is 
dependent upon his or her willpower and ability to exercise will when decisions are 
particularly challenging. The willpower needed to undertake potentially risky actions to 
achieve a moral purpose are often poised against difficult odds. Balancing competing claims 
and agendas requires an ability to deal with and accept uncertainty and opposition at the 
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risk of personal loss. It is hence not the neurology that limits leaders’ moral courage, but 
their possible lack of willpower. 
 
On the Freedom of Will 
 
Philosophy has been characterised by raging debates about free will for more than 2,000 
years. The ontological status of free will may be resolved if free will is contrasted with 
determinism, although some philosophers regard free will as compatible with determinism. 
Originating from Leibniz’s principles of reason, causal determinism posits that a specific set 
of antecedents necessitates one and only one set of consequences, although no human 
being may have the requisite skills to analyse the contingency that is ultimately based on 
complex laws of nature (e.g., biochemical principles which govern neurological processes 
and subsequent behaviour). If determinism is true, it is arguable that we do not have free 
will. To address this problem, philosophers have proposed “compatibilist” and 
“incompatibilist” theories of free will. Compatibilist theories maintain that ontological 
determinism is compatible with the notion, freedom of action. In such theories, determinism 
and freedom of will are regarded as incompatible, assuming indeterminacy of the will does 
not, however, imply that behaviour is random, but rather allows it to be purposeful (Kane, 
2002; Clarke, 2005). Kane (1996) suggests that those choices most relevant to people’s 
autonomy involve the exercise of will as part of the deliberation process. These are choices 
that involve a conflict of will, where duty or long-term self-interest competes with a more 
immediate desire. In struggling to prioritise values and hence exercise moral decisions, the 
possible outcomes of choices are indeterminate. This indeterminacy, Kane believes, is 
essential to freedom of will.  
 
The freedom of will is obviously linked to people’s ability to exercise willpower. The concept 
of willpower is hence deeply embedded in people’s view of themselves. Such argument is 
criticised by a school of neuroscientists who argue that willpower in general is 
phantasmagorical, i.e., that neurotransmitters in the brain largely explain why some people 
do better than others at resisting temptation and controlling their impulses. They point to 
chemical changes in the brain that are almost impossible to resist. Michael Lowe, Professor 
of Clinical Psychology, states, “Willpower as an independent cause of behaviour is a myth.” 
Arguably, then, there is no such thing as willpower (Seligman, 1999:81). Some attest that 
scholars need to switch from value judgments to biological determinism in seeking to 
analyse the reasons why people commit to a particular course of action and resist short-
term impulses to capitulate. 
 
What is certain is that fundamental religious and cultural narratives (e.g., the Bhagavad Gita, 
Thora, Odyssey, Bible, and Koran) have, at all times, shaped problems involving the exercise 
of will. The view of will and 
willpower is therefore 
fundamentally embedded in 
the story of sin, with its 
emphasis on moral conflict 
and temptation versus long-
term self-interest, and in 
mythology, as echoed in Ulysses’ temptation when exposed to the Sirens singing. Rather 
than taking sides in a never-ending ontological debate on the existence of free will, I focus 
on a belief in free will and its effect on leadership. The notion of free will allows people to 
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work for, and anticipate, a better future, and hence, free will is needed to experience 
accomplishment, autonomy, control, dignity, and positive relationships (Kane, 1996; Clarke, 
2003). It may hence be argued that a belief in free will and its concomitant sense of self-
efficacy have important implications for organising economical and societal systems (Alesina 
& Angeletos, 2005) and for bringing about the leadership needed to make this happen. 
Belief in free will is thus functional: without it, people would not be able to feel they can 
control and manipulate their environment and future. The absence of free will would 
produce devastating consequences for psychological wellbeing as illustrated by research on 
learned helplessness (Peterson, et al., 1995). Belief in free will also provides people with a 
feeling of stability and control (Bargh, 1997) as it enables them to define, and act with, 
moral responsibility. Belief is a powerful matter, and in the words of the Jewish-American 
writer and Nobel laureate Isaac B. Singer, “We must believe in free will. We have no choice.” 
 
The Power of Willpower 
 
A belief in free will means a belief in the exercise of willpower in order to instil moral 
considerations. The social psychologist, Roy Baumeister (2011), argues that willpower is a 
quality that predicts positive outcomes in many areas of life and ranks it as one of the most 
important factors in this respect. The importance of willpower has been widely 
acknowledged in academic research. However, in leadership research, willpower is a 
capacity that is less studied…although some argue that wilful leaders achieve results 
(Collins, 2001; Bruch and Ghosal, 2004). Willpower, or volition, is regarded as the cognitive 
process by which an individual decides on and commits to a particular course of action. 
Willpower is the colloquial, and volition the scientific, term for states of human will. It is 
commonly understood as purposive striving and is one of the primary human psychological 
functions besides affection, motivation, and cognition. After World War II, the topic lost 
interest as academic research increasingly focused on themes of motivation. Only recently 
have researchers in the field of psychology re-established an interest in, and advanced a 
renewed relevance of, willpower.  
 
The distinction between willpower and motivation can be traced to a debate in Europe at the 
beginning of the 20th century between two psychologists, Narziss Ach and Kurt Lewin. Ach’s 
research at the time concluded that before a person’s intention could become a deep 
personal commitment, he or she had to cross a threshold of some sort. He distinguished 
motivation ‒ the state of desire ‒ before crossing this threshold, from willpower ‒ the state 
beyond it ‒ when the individual converted the wish of motivation into the will of resolute 
engagement (Ach, 1910). Alternatively, Lewin’s field theory (1951) denied that motivation 
and willpower were distinct. Political events played their part in this science. The ruling 
German National Socialistic party adapted the language of will as its political ideology relying 
upon philosophers such as Schopenhauer and Nietzsche. When the war ended, Ach’s works 
were discredited, while Lewin, who had immigrated to the United States, was acclaimed for 
his theories. His influence is one reason why concepts of leadership often tend to focus on 
motivation as the most important driver in acts of leadership (Bruch and Ghoshal, 2004). 
One of Ach’s important conclusions, however, was that an unwavering commitment lies 
behind decisive action. Leadership is about getting things done (Eccles and Nohria, 1992), 
and obviously, to get things done, leaders must act themselves and mobilise the collective 
action of others. In order to close the “knowing-doing gap” (Pfeffer & Sutton, 2000), it is 
obvious that an important challenge for leaders is to execute determined action to achieve 
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some kind of purpose, of a moral or other nature, often against difficult odds (Bruch & 
Ghoshal, 2004). Although external challenges in an organisation can make this difficult, the 
most critical barrier is often not outside the individual but inside. Research indicates that 
leaders need more than motivation to spur actions (Bruch & Ghoshal, 2004). This is 
especially true when it comes to moral leadership. Ambitious goals, high uncertainty, and 
extreme opposition underscore the limitations of motivation, and leaders need to rely on 
their willpower, according to these researchers. They argue that willpower goes a decisive 
step further than motivation: “Willpower – the force behind energy and focus – goes a 
decisive step further than motivation. It enables managers to execute disciplined action, 
even when they are disinclined to do something, uninspired by the work, or tempted by other 
opportunities” (Bruch & Ghoshal, 2004:13).  
 
Willpower, therefore, seems to matter when leaders face some kinds of challenges such as 
moral decision-making while simpler tasks do not engage the will with the same intensity. 
According to Bruch and Ghoshal (2004), ambitious goals, long-term projects, high 
uncertainty and extreme opposition are examples of some forces that stimulate willpower. 
Other forces may obviously be of a moral nature, and include considerations that often 
involve challenges, opposition, and high personal and professional risks. Wilful leaders tend 
to overcome such barriers, deal with setbacks, and persevere to the end, and moral acts of 
leadership hence appear to be emblematic of psychological strength. If moral leadership is 
at all related to individual qualities, such qualities would appear to include the ability to deal 
with resistance and opposition.  
 
As Tolstoy wrote, “To study the laws of history, we must completely change the subject of our 
observation; must leave aside kings, ministers, and generals, and study the common and 
infinitesimally small elements by which the masses are moved” (Tolstoy, 1952:470). Barker 
(2001) states that the infinitesimally small elements by which the masses are moved in 
organisations are their individual wills, values, needs, and a sense of purpose or direction. 
One such human quality is the willpower of those who take a moral stand. Willpower, thus, 
has a collective dimension, although it is the willpower (and interests) from those taking 
charge outmatching the willpower (and interests) of others that seems to govern outcomes 
in leadership situations. This can be recognized as individual agency within a collective 
dimension.  
 
The “will to power” was a vital concept in the philosophy of the German philosopher, 
Friedrich Nietzsche (1887). The will to power describes what Nietzsche believed to be the 
main driving force in a human being: the striving to reach the highest possible construction 
of one’s self. Will is the function by which people direct and sustain their attention, 
imagination, and actions toward an objective or intention. The “directing” is not a forced 
effort; it is the active decision of a person to attend to one phenomenon and not a different 
one, i.e., undertaking acts of moral leadership. The decision is enacted via the selection of a 
thought, image, feeling, energy, or action. This selection directs a person’s attention. The 
“sustaining” is a commitment to the original direction. It may therefore be argued that the 
will is the primary expression of people’s state of being ‒ the source of their initiatives. And, 
in this context, such initiative is moral. 
 
According to Holton (2003), willpower is thus the capability a person actively employs in 
circumstances in which one senses a moral or other struggle ‒ where that individual 
encounters some form of resistance from one’s inclinations or desires. Those assuming 
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moral leadership may use willpower to direct their attention away from a desire not to act in 
order to form, retain, or execute their original intention (Henden, 2008). Hence, in situations 
requiring moral direction, those assuming leadership overcome their desires by fighting or 
redirecting their attention. These may be desires to leave (or not to enter) a challenging 
situation, or not to act when action is needed. Willpower is thus the capability that governs 
the internal struggle against one’s own desires not to do as the initial neurological firing 
leads people to act (before they after-rationalize their eventual non-actions). 
 
Willpower as a Leadership Capability 
 
According to Baumeister (2011), willpower may well have a genetic component, but it seems 
amenable to nurturing. Therefore, it may be argued that leaders are wholly capable of 
developing their willpower capabilities if they are so motivated. Bruch and Ghoshal (2004) 
have deconstructed willpower as a capability and rather argue that a person’s willpower 
relies on a combination of his or her energy and focus. Energy is defined to relate to a 
person’s degree of personal commitment and involvement towards a purpose or cause while 
focus signals how well the person channels his or her energy towards the desired outcome. 
More specifically: 
 
Energy is defined in physics as the capacity to work and comes from four primary sources in 
human beings: the body, emotions, mind, and spirit. Mentally, it may seem that the ability to 
commit to a clear, moral purpose makes a difference in terms of strength of willpower. The 
link between the degree of commitment and purpose is key as the process is more 
important than the content. Energy balance also plays an important role: if one regards 
willpower as something more than a metaphor, it must be described in terms of what is 
happening in neural circuits. Freud once theorized that humans use a process called 
sublimation to convert energy from its basic instinctual sources into more socially approved 
ones. His energy model was not embraced by psychologists of the 20th century nor were his 
thoughts on sublimation mechanisms. Baumeister (2011), however, developed Freud’s 
ideas further. Following the release of Freud’s thoughts on self, i.e., the ego, the term ego 
depletion was conceptualised to describe people’s diminishing capacities to regulate their 
thoughts, feelings, and actions. People can overcome mental fatigue, but if they had 
depleted energy by experiencing forms of ego depletion activities, they would eventually not 
be able to follow their commitments and might hence capitulate to their desires not to act 
morally. The body’s glucose level may therefore be an important regulator not only of 
people’s energy balance but also of their willpower level. People’s diet can have an effect on 
their ability to exercise willpower, and hence, their ability to assume moral leadership 
stands.  
 
It is thus important that people raise their self-awareness of their energy balance in terms of 
what factors drain and fuel their energy reservoirs. Examples of these factors include 
socializing behaviour decisions involving company, situations, and activities. Some 
researchers, therefore, recommend that leaders should spend more time on managing their 
energy ‒ not their time ‒ as time is a finite resource while energy is not (Schwartz & 
McCarthy, 2007). Energy can be systematically expanded and regularly renewed by 
establishing specific rituals and/or behaviours that are intentionally practiced and 
scheduled with the goal of making them unconscious and automatic. Developing a personal 
discipline is hence one way for leaders to better marshal their energy. Relatedly, this should 
also enhance the strength of their willpower. 
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Focus is energy channelled towards a specific outcome. Many argue that focused leaders 
are goal-oriented in some way in addition to having a clear purpose (Bruch & Ghoshal, 
2004). This is confirmed by research within future time perspectives, defined as the 
tendency to think about or attend to the future as opposed to the present or past (Nurmi, 
1991). Zimbardo and Boyd (1999) trace the concept to Lewin’s (1939) life-space model of 
development in which adolescence was regarded as the period when future time 
perspective increases in response to the need to plan for the transition to adulthood. One 
theory predicted that the outcome of increased concern about the future is reduced when 
future rewards are discounted (Steinberg et al., 2009). Also, survey findings (Romer et. al., 
2010) indicate that the ability to delay gratification ‒ i.e., the ability to exercise a future time 
perspective ‒ may be an important source of willpower and additionally augment positive 
motivation for success-oriented individuals (Gjesme, 1996).  
 
“Where attention goes, energy flows” is a popular saying. Goal-setting is one means of 
exercising a future time perspective and involves many different techniques and practices 
outside the scope of this article. One important point about goals and moral considerations, 
however, is that goals should not be conflicting. The result of conflicting goals, which is 
especially relevant when it comes to the exercise of moral decision-making, is that people 
who worry a great deal get less done and their mental and physical health suffers (Emmons 
& King, 1988). Other common advice includes setting goals that are well defined, concrete, 
possible to identify with, and found to be personally challenging (Bruch & Ghoshal, 2004). 
  
Psychologists have debated the merits of short-term versus long-term objectives without 
agreeing on a conclusion. Studies illustrate that short-term goals produce improvements in 
learning, self-efficacy, and performance, while findings also show the efficiency of long-term 
goals in many situations. Some also argue that the making of plans enhances the 
achievement of goals. This is because the human memory makes a distinction between 
finished and unfinished tasks, something which is known as the Zeigarnik effect 
(Baumeister & Tierney, 2011). Uncompleted tasks and unmet goals tend to pop up in 
people’s minds ‒ something which drains energy. The unconscious mind is, in this scenario, 
asking the conscious mind to make a plan, and once a plan is formed, the unconscious 
stops reminding the conscious mind. Research suggests that the related planning need 
does not require great detail or many specifics, as the importance is the mental process of 
having made a plan, not the plan itself. The Field Marshal of the once powerful Prussian 
Army, Helmuth Graf von Moltke, has been given credit for the saying, “Planning is everything. 
Plans are nothing.” Research findings during the last three decades confirm Moltke’s policy, 
indicating that a high orientation towards future time, a high instrumentality of activity, as 
well as a focus on future goals, are positively related with individual achievement (Gjesme, 
1996). It is therefore the mental preparation that is important as far as the exercise of 
willpower is concerned, evidencing a direction of energy towards certain commitments and 
objectives. 
 
Conclusion 
 
Many leaders in business and other sectors seem to strive to instil true moral leadership. 
However, potentially significant professional and personal risks are involved with taking a 
moral stand, including risks affecting one’s career, financial matters, mental wellbeing, and 
physical health. While many, therefore, regard moral considerations in leadership as a test 
of character, a closer look is advised, as this discussion and the noted research would 
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suggest. Morality in decision-making is, in many cases, certainly a test, but not a test of 
character per se, or even of the depth of one’s character. It is a test of willpower. I have 
argued that it is a leader’s potential lack of willpower that influences his or her ability to act 
morally rather than that person’s character traits, virtues, or cultural and social breeding. In 
this sense, willpower may be regarded as the converted energy from basic instinctual 
sources reinforced by deep commitments and objectives. It is a mental capability with 
genetic and nurtured components. It may be developed and trained throughout one’s life by 
disciplined focus and raised awareness ‒ all while the motivation to do so continues to exist. 
 
A lack of moral decision-making in acts of leadership is a complex social phenomenon with 
many variables on which it is difficult to theorise and generalise. This discussion has been 
kept conceptual, but it has also been based on a recent research study (Karp, 2012). It may 
be argued that many acts can be seen as both moral leadership and not moral leadership, 
depending on the observer and his or her implicit definition of morality and of leadership. I 
think, however, that the conclusions are interesting, especially for practicing leaders 
themselves. Becoming better aware of willpower, as well as developing willpower, may prove 
to be one of several promising ways to better perform as a leader as well as to succeed in 
life generally. A positive side effect is that stronger willpower will most likely enhance a 
leader’s capability to display moral judgment in difficult and challenging acts of leadership, 
even though such acts may carry professional and personal risks. 
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